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The world’s natural capital has been declining globally at rates unprecedented in human history. The global insurance sector is beginning to take a wider view of nature-related risks, expanding beyond climate and natural hazard risks. In 2020, the SIF members agreed to build on existing work by exploring how losses in nature can translate into financial risks for the insurance sector. The SIF Secretariat has produced this report with input from SIF members, experts and industry participants to support insurance supervisors and insurance companies in better understanding and responding to these risks.

Nature loss can manifest into two main types of financial risks for the insurance sector’s underwriting and investing business: physical and transition. Physical risks result from the material destruction of natural capital, leading to the disruption to natural services, which in turn leads to financial losses for businesses, insurance companies and other financial institutions. Transition risks include those risks that occur due to global policy, regulatory, economic and market shifts toward a “nature-positive” future.

The effects of nature loss are first transmitted to the real economy at the micro and macro levels, which then manifest into financial risks for the insurance industry. The transmission of micro- and macroeconomic shocks to financial risks for the underwriting and investing business of the insurance sector occurs in the form of insurance, operational, liquidity, market and credit risks. The macroeconomic risks and financial risks resulting from such nature loss can amplify each other.

In principle, as the loss of natural assets increases, associated financial and economic risks could increase in magnitude and frequency, and thus pose potential threats to the safety and soundness of insurance companies and broader financial stability.

Given the infancy in understanding nature-related financial risks, this study has employed a mixed research methodology and a survey of 108 insurance sector participants from 32 countries, 57 percent of whom were insurers and reinsurers, 10 percent insurance industry associations and 5 percent insurance brokers. At the global level, the re/insurance sector’s capacity to understand nature-related risks, collect relevant data and design tools to assess these risks is at an early stage of development. The lack of data and information, including relevant methodologies, was the reason most cited by re/insurers for not assessing nature-related risks.

Some re/insurers have started taking steps to develop measurement tools and methods to understand, disclose and respond to these risks. Industry frontrunners, despite the limited availability of uniform metrics and indicators for nature-related risks, have typically used ESG or sustainability frameworks and (very recently), climate change frameworks to incorporate some potential nature-related risks into their assessment, disclosure and management practices.

Building on supervisory and regulatory work on frameworks and processes to supervise climate-related risks, increased supervisory attention is also turning to broader nature-related risks. When nature-related risks are established as material, re/insurance supervisors may wish to develop guidance, recommendations and standards for their regulated entities. This report presents examples of such guidance and recommendations from a range of jurisdictions – Australia, California, Germany, the Netherlands, and Singapore. Similarly, although industry-led, the Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) has gathered support from several governments and is aiming to develop and test disclosure metrics and methodologies for nature-related financial risks and disseminate those for proposed wider adoption by 2023.

An acceleration in global policy developments to mitigate nature loss could raise expectations that supervisors would act on nature-related financial risks. In June 2021, the G7 leaders agreed to a historic ‘Nature Compact’, which supports new global targets to protect and conserve at least 30 percent of global land and at least 30 percent of the global oceans by 2030. In July 2021, the G20 Environment Ministers committed to continue and increase their efforts to address the interconnected challenges of nature-related risks and climate change. The upcoming second part of the UN Biodiversity Conference (COP 15) in Kunming is also expected to adopt a "Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework" with ambitious targets for increasing protected areas and recognition of nature-based solutions in global climate mitigation efforts.

**Recommendations**

- **To the re/insurance industry:**
  - Continue to identify and build data, analytical tools, forward-looking metrics, and indicators to assess and measure nature-related risks.
  - Disaggregate asset-level nature-related risks by regions, sub-regions and countries as well as by types of risks.
- **To re/insurance supervisors:**

---

1 The risks related to climate change and natural hazards, together with risks from broader environmental issues such as pollution, desertification and water depletion make up nature-related risks.
> Deepen understanding and raise awareness of nature-related risks among regulated entities.

> As a more accurate understanding of nature-related risks to the insurance sector is under way, consider supporting the development of non-prescriptive guidelines, options and tools towards the better assessment and management of forward-looking nature-related financial risks.

> Consider encouraging regulated entities to undertake voluntary disclosure of nature-related financial risks in incremental steps and complement industry-specific reporting metrics for nature-related risks in the insurance sector, preferably aligning with relevant initiatives by other standard-setting bodies.

Next Steps for the SIF

- Organize webinars to disseminate the finding of this study.
- Develop an online self-learning tutorial on understanding and assessing nature-related financial risks.
- Facilitate supervisor- and industry-led collaborative workshops to discuss challenges as they relate to nature-related financial risks.
- Facilitate, design and develop a survey questionnaire that the supervisors could use to understand how domestically regulated insurers are considering nature-related issues.
- Carry out further research to quantify insurance premium and investment exposure to nature-related risks, which will be done after nature-related risk measurement methodology and metrics are developed.
1 BACKGROUND
1. Background

1.1 Rationale for and objective of the study

This study marks a pioneering effort to explore and understand the global insurance sector’s dependence on nature, what nature-related risks could be, and whether and how nature-related risks are financially material to the sector’s underwriting and investing business. The latest global risk perception survey\(^1\) by the World Economic Forum\(^1\) of 35 global risks\(^2\) ranked human environmental damage and biodiversity loss among the top five risks by likelihood; it also ranked biodiversity loss, natural resources crises and human environmental damage among the top six risks by impact. As this is a relatively nascent area of research compared to climate change, the levels of understanding of nature-related financial risks within the global financial community are uneven, as acknowledged by the Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS).\(^2\) Due to the perceived urgency of the topic, regulatory work is often concentrated on climate-related risks, sometimes also incorporating environmental risks as a less specific and broader concept. A recent study of 127 European financial companies conducted by the Alliance for Corporate Transparency on the disclosure of environmental and societal risks and impacts pursuant to the European Union (EU) legislation\(^3\) found that only 2.2 percent of companies identified specific risks for the use of natural resources, less than 1 percent for polluting discharges, and 2.2 percent for biodiversity and ecosystem conservation compared with 31.9 percent for climate change. This illustrates that while the perception of nature-related financial risks at the global level has increased significantly due to the spotlight thrown by COVID-19 on the link between nature and human health, the actual understanding of what such risks could be and how they could impact corporates and the financial institutions that lend to, invest in and insure these corporates is very low. A recent global survey of the insurance industry conducted by SIF similarly found that the current level of understanding of nature-related risks is the lowest among other related risks such as climate change and natural hazard risks\(^5\) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1  Insurance industry’s current level of understanding of risks in both underwriting and investing business (on a scale of 0 to 100, from left to right)

Source: SIF 2021 Global Survey

---

2 This report uses the term ‘nature’ to broadly refer to the concepts of natural capital, ecosystem, ecosystem services and biodiversity; further explained in Section 1.3. The terms ‘nature-related risks’, ‘nature loss risks’ and ‘risks related to nature loss’ are synonymous, and have been interchangeably used in parts of the report wherever use of one term gives more clarity than the others. Similarly, the term “environmental risk” is synonymous with “nature-related risk”.

3 The survey respondents were 39 percent from business sector, 16 percent from government and the rest from other sectors such as academia, NGO and international organizations. Similarly, 46 percent of respondents were from Europe, 17 percent from North America, 9 percent from East Asia and the Pacific, and the rest from other regions.

4 These 35 global risks were (A) Economic (Asset bubble burst in large economies; Collapse of a systemically important industry; Debt crises in large economies; Failure to stabilize price trajectories; Proliferation of illicit economic activity; Prolonged economic stagnation; Severe commodity shocks); (B) Environmental (Biodiversity loss and ecosystem collapse; Climate action failure; Extreme weather events; Human-made environmental damage; Major geophysical disasters; Natural resource crises); (C) Geopolitical (Collapse of a multilateral institution; Fracture of interstate relations; Geopolitization of strategic resources; Interstate conflict; State collapse; Terrorist attacks; Weapons of mass destruction); (D) Societal (Collapse or lack of social security systems; Employment and livelihood crises; Erosion of social cohesion; Failure of public infrastructure; Infectious diseases; Large-scale involuntary migration; Pervasive backlash against science; Severe mental health deterioration; Widespread youth disillusionment); (E) Technological (Advantageous outcomes of technological advances; Breakdown of critical information infrastructure; Digital inequality; Digital power concentration; Failure of cybersecurity measures; Failure of technology governance).

5 Definitions of the terms ‘nature-related risk’, ‘climate change risk’, and ‘natural hazard risk’ are given in Section 1.3.1. The latter two are subsets of the former. ‘Nature-related risk’ comprises risks from climate change, natural hazard as well as risks from broader environmental issues such as pollution, stratospheric ozone depletion, etc.
Chapter 1 of the study discusses the central concepts of nature and nature-related financial risks and sets the boundaries for this study. Chapter 2 then extends the discussions in Chapter 1 to the insurance sector and takes a deep dive into the sector's dependency on nature along with risks arising from nature loss and their impacts. Chapter 3 explores the risk management and response strategies adopted or planned by the insurance sector in response to nature-related risks. Finally, Chapter 4 proposes issues that need further deliberation and research.

1.2 Methodology of the study and limitations

The study employs a mixed research methodology – desk research, structured interviews of and consultations with relevant stakeholders (i.e. insurance supervisors and regulators, insurers, reinsurers, insurance brokers, legal professionals, academic researchers, and professionals from not-for-profits, think tanks and international development organizations; see Annex I), and a survey of 108 insurance sector participants from 32 countries (both developed and developing), hereafter called ‘SIF 2021 Global Survey’ (surveying insurers, reinsurers, insurance brokers and agents, and insurance associations, among others, see Annex II). The SIF Secretariat conducted this survey, supported by the UN Environment Programme’s Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI). The survey was open for two weeks in June 2021 and received 108 responses from insurance sector market participants. 57 percent of the respondents were insurers and reinsurers, 10 percent insurance industry associations and 5 percent insurance brokers – a total of 72 percent from the private insurance industry. The remaining were insurance sector professionals and experts from academia, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), regulatory bodies, accounting firms, asset management companies and others.

This study covers property and casualty (P&C) insurance, and life and health (L&H) insurance along with reinsurance for P&C and L&H insurance.

Since the current understanding around nature-related financial risks is extremely limited, this study has employed some proxies to get a directional estimate of such risks and these estimates must be interpreted accordingly. Furthermore, data for this study come from several public sources and SIF cannot guarantee their validity. However, SIF has applied its expert judgment in using and contextualizing external data sources.

1.3 Central concepts of nature

Defining nature and nature-related terminologies

Since several terms such as nature, environment, natural capital, natural resources, ecosystem, ecosystem services and biodiversity are interchangeably used in popular literature, fora and the media, it can often complicate communication among various stakeholders. Figure 2, therefore, simplifies the understanding of these terms by taking ‘nature’ or ‘environment’ as an all-encompassing term for everything natural. Below are streamlined definitions of each of these widely used terms. In Annex III, the most commonly used scientific definitions of these terms are also presented for a more thorough understanding.

---

6 The annexes provide more details on several topics and annexes describe the interviewees and experts consulted; the survey questionnaire; nature-related terminologies, natural capital and ecosystem services; key characteristics of the global insurance industry; an assessment of nature-related physical risks to various economic sectors; and methodology adopted for determining physical risks to economic sectors.

7 Europe (14); South-east Asia (6); Latin America and the Caribbean (4); Africa (3); South Asia and the Pacific (2); North America (2); Middle East (1)

8 The term “property and casualty (P&C)” is more commonly used in the United States while in many other parts of the world, it is also called “general” or “non-life” insurance. Property insurance provides protection coverage against most risks to property such as fire, smoke, explosion, vandalism and theft, and weather-related damages. Popular policies under property insurance include, among others, homeowner’s insurance, condo insurance, auto insurance, renter’s insurance, landlord insurance and flood insurance. Casualty insurance typically offers liability coverage to an individual or organization for negligent acts or omissions. Liability losses are losses that occur as a result of the insured’s interactions with others or their property. It covers losses stemming from accidents, injuries and damage to other people or their belongings (for example, auto accident insurance, event cancellation insurance, travel insurance, workers’ compensation insurance, business interruption insurance, trade credit insurance and fidelity insurance).

9 Life insurance offers coverage for the risk of loss of life, where the insurer promises to pay a designated beneficiary a sum of money upon the death of an insured person. Some life insurance contracts trigger payment in events of terminal or critical illness as well. Life insurers also offer investment products such as annuities. Health insurance provides coverage for medical expenses related to illness or injuries. Under the OECD classification of insurance activities, health/accident and sickness insurance are classified as non-life businesses. In this report, non-life or P&C insurance does not include health insurance.
It is common among international development practitioners and the financial community to use the terms ‘environment’, ‘nature’, ‘biodiversity’ and ‘ecosystem’ interchangeably. The Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD), launched in 2020, uses the term “nature” and “nature-related” (adopted by this report) and aims at developing a framework for corporates and financial institutions to assess, manage and report on their dependencies and impacts on nature, aiding in the appraisal of nature-related risk and the redirection of global financial flows away from nature-negative outcomes and towards nature-positive, or at least nature-neutral, outcomes. The term ‘biodiversity’ is used by the NGFS and the International Network for Sustainable Financial Policy Insights, Research, and Exchange (INSPIRE), who jointly announced the launch of a study group on biodiversity and financial stability in April 2021. In addition, in the recent Dasgupta Review on the Economics of Biodiversity, terms such as ‘nature’, ‘natural capital’, ‘natural environment’, ‘biosphere’ and ‘natural world’ are used interchangeably. While different initiatives use different terms, the end objective in all cases is to understand risks emanating from environmental degradation and deterioration and their impacts on the economy and the society. With this acknowledgement, this report uses the term ‘nature’ to broadly refer to the concepts of natural capital, ecosystem, ecosystem services and biodiversity. Wherever needed, specific terms will be used for better clarity.

1.3.1 Framing nature-related risks in the context of ESG and broader sustainability risks

A useful framework to analyse the various kinds of risks is presented in Figure 3. This framing is not intended to establish one layer as more or less important than any other. Since the financial industry is conversant with sustainability and environmental, social and governance (ESG) concepts, the attempt here is to illustrate where nature-related risks fit within the industry’s current understanding of broader risks. Care must be taken to assess the relative importance/weighting of E, S, C, and other categories such as the broader Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) when looking at potential risks for a company or the industry.

Sustainability risk in a broader and multi-stakeholder sense comprises risk arising from impacts on one or several aspects of the SDGs. Sustainable development has been defined most frequently as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. As such, sustainability is a broader concept which incorporates evolving societal and stakeholders’ expectations. ESG risks form a subset of the multi-stakeholder definition of sustainability risks, and comprise information that investors and other providers of financial capital require to identify sustainability factors that are material to short-, medium- and long-term enterprise value.
NATURE-RELATED RISKS IN THE GLOBAL INSURANCE SECTOR

ESG is the most commonly used framework by financial institutions and authorities. Below the ESG layer comes nature-related or environmental risks. Nature affects E and S, and one needs strong G to deal with the E and S. Most existing ESG frameworks in the market, under the component “E”, already include nature-related elements to varying extents. For example, the European Framework, as specified in the European Banking Authority’s 2021 report on management and supervision of ESG risks for credit institutions and investment firms includes water, air, soil pollutants, biodiversity and protection of healthy ecosystems, waste management, land degradation, desertification, soil sealing, water use and management, energy use and efficiency, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Similarly, some international frameworks even include innovation in environment-friendly products and services under “E”.

The innermost layer consists of climate change- and natural hazard-related risks, which together with risks from broader environmental issues such as pollution, desertification, water depletion, etc. make up “nature-related risks”.

- Climate change risk: The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), in its Article 1, defines climate change as “a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time periods.” Risk induced by climate change is defined as climate change risk.

- Natural hazard risk: This refers to risk from hazards that are due to natural variability (i.e. not human-induced). Examples of natural hazards include geologic hazards (earthquakes, tsunami, volcanic eruptions, landslides, floods), atmospheric hazards (tropical cyclones, tornadoes, droughts, severe thunderstorms, lighting), and other hazards (insect infestations, naturally occurring wildfires). The variability in nature is a regular and normal phenomenon (e.g. natural cycles of droughts), but climate change has increased the frequency and intensity of natural hazards. This is the reason some natural hazards overlap with climate change-induced events.

- Nature-related risk: A decline in the quantity and quality of nature (i.e. biodiversity/nature loss), hence resulting in the decline in the provision of ecosystem services is nature loss. Examples of this include reductions in the quality of the air and local climate, reduced water security, and reduced pollination. Risk because of such nature loss is termed in this report as “nature-related risk”.

There are varying degrees of overlaps and feedback loops among climate change, natural hazard and broader nature-related risks, which are discussed in the following section.

1.3.2 Relationship among climate change, natural hazard, and broader nature-related risks

First, the overlap between climate change and natural hazard risks is large – the risks in the innermost layer of the framework in Figure 3. There is strong evidence that human-caused climate change has increased the likelihood and intensity of weather-related natural hazards, including droughts, fires and floods. These extreme weather events will continue to worsen if no strong action is taken to curb climate change.
Second, there is also a close relationship between climate change and broader nature-related risks such as the deterioration of air, water and soil quality, the degradation of forests, the depletion of fish stocks and seagrasses in oceans. On the one hand, climate change is both a driver and amplifier of nature-related risks. For example, the absorption of excess carbon dioxide (CO₂) by oceans has increased their temperature and acidity, making it difficult for many marine species such as shellfish to form their calcium shells. As a result, many such species at the bottom of marine food chains are disappearing, with negative impacts on the growth and distribution of fish stock higher up in the food chain. On the other hand, nature loss could also become a driver and amplifier of climate change. For example, the destruction of marine life in the oceans leads to a decrease in the capacity of oceans to sequester CO₂ from the atmosphere, hence accelerating global warming. The destruction of marshes, mangroves and seagrasses alone releases an estimated 0.15–1.02 billion tonnes of CO₂ per year – equivalent to 3–19 percent of emissions from global deforestation.16 The Amazon rainforest, which has served as a carbon sink for centuries, has now turned into a net emitter of CO₂ due to logging for soy and beef as well as mining for gold and mercury.17 Another illustration of a linkage and feedback loop between climate change and nature loss is soil erosion.18 On the one hand, soil erosion triggers the release of carbon from organic soils into the atmosphere – hence contributing to climate change, which might lead to more soil erosion through an increase in extreme events such as floods and droughts. On the other hand, soil erosion leads to a loss of nutrients and soil moisture that reduces the structural diversity of the vegetation cover, which could lead to reduced soil conservation and hence more soil erosion.

It is important to recognize the self-reinforcing feedback loops between nature loss and climate change. As such, talking about climate change in isolation misses the complete picture.

1.4 Current state of nature

According to the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES)’s global assessment on biodiversity and ecosystem services,19 90 percent of nature loss in the past 50 years can be attributed to five direct drivers: land- and sea-use change, climate change, natural resource use and exploitation, pollution and invasive alien species. Figure 4 illustrates these drivers and the major impacts on nature.

Figure 4 Drivers and status of nature loss across different ecosystems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVERS</th>
<th>IMPACTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAND- AND SEA-USE CHANGE</td>
<td>More than 85% of wetlands have been lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIMATE CHANGE</td>
<td>32% of the world’s forest area has been destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURAL RESOURCE USE AND EXPLOITATION</td>
<td>23% reduction in global land surface productivity due to land degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLLUTION</td>
<td>At least 55% of ocean area covered by industrial fishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVASIVE ALIEN SPECIES</td>
<td>33% of fish stocks are overfished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS</td>
<td>50% of the world’s coral reef system has been destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANIC ECOSYSTEMS</td>
<td>26% increase in acidity of global oceans since 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIES</td>
<td>84% population decline across freshwater species since 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82% fall in global biomass of wild mammals since prehistoric time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41% of known insect species have declined in the past decades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70% rise in number of non-native species per country since 1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WEF, 2020 with updates from WWF, 2020 and IPBES, 2019

The drivers of nature loss across different ecosystems include:

Land- and sea-use change: As per IPBES (2019), 75 percent of the total land surface and 40 percent of the ocean area are severely altered because of the expansion of agricultural land as well as the increase in cattle ranching, fisheries and aquaculture. The impacts of land use change are most severe in tropical and subtropical savannas and grasslands, and are associated with increased soil degradation, including soil erosion, acidification and salinity – directly affecting land surface productivity.

Climate change: Global climate change has caused long-term geophysical and biological changes in nature. These include, increased precipitation in tropical areas and decreased precipitation in subtropical areas, increased frequencies and intensities of extreme events, and faster than normal warming of land and oceans. These have directly altered land and marine productivity, and increased damages to property, infrastructure, livelihoods and service provision.

Natural resource use and exploitation: The extraction of living and non-living materials has increased considerably, mainly for use in construction, agriculture, fishery, forestry and mining. Such overexploitation has cascading effects, manifested as biodiversity loss, freshwater depletion and climate change, seen most prominently in tropical forests, marine, coastal and polar ecosystems. The unsustainable extraction and use of these resources have also caused land- and sea-use change, hence further amplifying nature loss.
Pollution: The industrial and agricultural runoffs, dumping of waste and toxic compounds in rivers, lakes and oceans, and increasing particulate matter in air due to industrial and transportation emissions have led to unprecedented levels of air, water and land pollution. These have caused loss of nature in most ecosystems. In coastal waters, for example, nutrient runoff from fertilizers applied to agricultural land has stimulated excessive algae growth that depletes oxygen levels and blocks sunlight from underwater plants. Some algal blooms are harmful to people due to elevated levels of toxins and bacterial growth. The resultant aquatic hypoxia ("dead zones") can devastate the primary and secondary productivity of marine lives. Similarly, plastic fragments in waste dumped into water or land are ingested by fish, birds and other animals, leading to their untimely death, disturbance of the natural food pyramid and the introduction of microplastics into human food chains via trophic transfer.

Invasive alien species: IPBES (2019) estimates that non-native species have increased by 70 percent in the last 50 years, and their rates of invasion on native species and ecosystem services have also risen. The introduction of alien species is further aggravated by increased trade and transport and accelerated climate change. The invasion by alien species has caused extinction of local species that are important to maintain ecosystem functions.

According to a 2021 analysis by Environmental Business International (EBI), out of US$38 quadrillion of the Earth’s economic value, US$5 quadrillion has already been damaged by humans, mostly through continued deforestation and atmospheric pollution. This alarming level of nature loss is equivalent to 60 times the current global gross domestic product (GDP).

1.4.1 Why it is time to move beyond climate change envelope and start assessing nature-related risks

In 2009, Rockström et al. published a landmark study proposing a framework for the Earth system called planetary boundaries within which humanity can continue to develop and thrive for generations to come. The authors used the Holocene – the last 10,000 years of the period of stability where the planet’s environment was unusually stable – as a reference point. During the Holocene, environmental changes occurred naturally within the Earth’s regulatory capacity. However, since the Industrial Revolution, human activities have driven a global environmental change, pushing the Earth system outside the stable environmental state of the Holocene, hence exceeding planetary boundaries of some of the nine control variables that the authors identified in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Current global status of the control variables for seven of the nine planetary boundaries

Source: Steffen et al., 2015

In an updated and extended analysis of the original planetary boundary framework, Steffen et al. (2015) found that anthropogenic perturbation levels of four of the Earth system processes/features (climate change, biosphere integrity, biogeochemical flows and land-system change) have already exceeded the proposed planetary boundary. Two more – stratospheric ozone depletion and ocean acidification – are also close to crossing the safe boundary.

The global business and financial community, including the insurance sector, therefore urgently needs to understand nature-related risks rather than limit their risk horizon to climate and natural hazard risks only. Chapter 1.4 has already established that we have entered an era of "ecological emergency", which could be bigger than "climate emergency" by an order of magnitude. One estimate shows that only 11–16 percent of biodiversity loss is currently attributable to climate change.

In a further sub-global level analysis (see Figure 6), Steffen et al. (2015) found that some control variables that indicate a safe operating space at the global level have already been exceeded in many parts of the world.
Figure 6 Sub-global distributions and current status of the control variables for biogeochemical flows of phosphorus and nitrogen, land-system change and freshwater use

A Phosphorus

B Nitrogen

C Land-system change

D Freshwater use

Note: Grey areas in (A) and (B) are areas where P and N fertilizers are not applied; in (C), they are areas not covered by major forest biomes; and in (D), they are areas where river flow is very low so that environmental flows are not allocated.

Source: Steffen et al., 2015
For localized analysis, the Swiss Re Institute has identified ten ecosystem services (ES)\textsuperscript{10} that are relevant to insurance business and developed a biodiversity and ecosystem services (BES) index\textsuperscript{29} by aggregating those ten ES. The index provides a visualization of the state of ecosystem services for every square kilometre on Earth (see Figure 7) and shows wide disparities across the globe (red indicating areas where BES are comparatively fragile).

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate that the balance sheets of companies in different parts of the world might be differently exposed to nature-related risks. Hence, depending on each company’s resources as well as data and information availability, regional, national, and local level risk analysis can be carried out to gain a thorough understanding of the landscape of nature loss and potential risks and impacts originating from such loss.

\textsuperscript{10} These ecosystem services focus on “terrestrial ecosystems” only and include (1) habitat intactness; (2) pollination; (3) air quality & local climate; (4) water security; (5) water quality; (6) soil fertility; (7) erosion control; (8) coastal protection; (9) food provision; and (10) timber provision.
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GLOBAL INSURANCE INDUSTRY: NATURE-RELATED DEPENDENCIES, RISKS AND IMPACTS
2. Global insurance industry: nature-related dependencies, risks and impacts

2.1 Key characteristics of the global insurance industry

The global insurance industry can be broadly divided into three lines – life, property and casualty, and health. Key financial characteristics of both underwriting and investing businesses are discussed in Annex V.

2.1.1 Underwriting

The global insurance premiums written in 2019 amounted to US$6 trillion, including the reinsurance industry. As illustrated by Figure 24 in Annex V, North America and Western Europe comprised about 66 percent of the global total, followed by Asia-Pacific (28 percent), Latin America, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and Africa (jointly a total of about 6 percent). However, developing Asia-Pacific countries had the fastest growth of premiums across all insurance lines, most prominently in health.

An initial estimate by the author found that the total global P&C insurance premium is distributed among 18 economic sectors, as illustrated by Figure 25 in Annex V. When combined with global health insurance (i.e. P&C plus health insurance), the business sector contributing the most to global insurance premium is pharmaceutical, healthcare, life sciences and biotechnology, followed by the automotive or motor sector.

2.1.2 Investing

The global insurance industry is one of the largest groups of institutional investors, holding about US$33 trillion of financial assets. These assets are mostly exposed to bonds (corporate and sovereign/municipal) or other fixed income securities and stocks. Mortgage loans on real estate and real estate constitute two other important areas of investment for the insurers, more so for L&H than P&C. The overall exposure of the insurance investment to economic sectors is illustrated by Figure 26 in Annex V. The highest exposure is to financial services followed by real estate; telecom, IT, media, and entertainment; utilities; and pharmaceutical, healthcare, life sciences and biotechnology.

2.2 Dependency of economic sectors on nature and risks from nature loss

The economic value of global ecosystem services is estimated at US$160–180 trillion per year, which is almost twice the size of global GDP. According to the World Economic Forum and as further reassessed by Swiss Re Institute, 55 percent of the world’s GDP, or nearly US$50 trillion, is moderately or highly dependent on nature and its services. However, there is little research on individual economic sectors’ dependency on nature – the very sectors that are either insured by or form part of the investment portfolio of the global insurance industry. Based on Figures 25 and 26, and a global survey conducted by SIF, the underwriting and investing activities of the insurance sector are predominantly concentrated in 17 economic sectors that are dependent on nature to varying degrees. Figure 8 illustrates the potential dependency of these economic sectors on various ecosystem services and natural capital using the Natural Capital Finance Alliance’s ENCORE database. This assessment also aligns with results from similar dependency exercises conducted by Swiss Re Institute and the World Economic Forum.

Annex VI elaborates on each economic sector’s level of potential dependency on various ecosystem services and assigns nature-related physical risk level to each economic sector. The level of nature-related physical risk is derived using the framework for planetary boundaries in Figure 5 and in consultation with experts in nature and biodiversity. The risk level is assigned by mapping the potential dependency with the level of nature loss, whose methodology is further explained in Annex VII.

11 These sectors are: (1) agriculture, fishery & livestock; (2) apparel (clothing, footwear, etc.) & textiles; (3) automotive; (4) chemical (excluding pharmaceuticals); (5) construction & engineering; (6) financial services; (7) food & beverage; (8) manufacturing (paper, pulp, timber); (9) manufacturing (others; e.g. metals); (10) media & entertainment; (11) mining & quarrying; (12) oil & gas; (13) pharmaceutical, healthcare, lifesciences & biotech; (14) real estate/home; (15) telecommunications & IT; (16) tourism, travel & hospitality; (17) transportation & storage; (18) utilities (electricity, energy, water).

12 29 percent highly dependent and 26 percent moderately dependent.

13 Financial services excluded because financial services contribute to functioning of rest of the other sectors in the economy.

14 The list of ecosystem services derived from natural capital stocks is given in Annex IV.
2.2.1 Nature-related physical risks to business sectors

Based on an extensive analysis shown in Annex VI, Figure 9 illustrates the level of nature-related physical risks in several business sectors. The physical risk levels in this report also align with a recent assessment of environmental exposure of several business sectors, conducted by Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty.

Source: WEF, 2020; NCFA, 2021; Watson and Newton, 2018
2.2.2 Moving beyond physical risks: transition risks to economic sectors

Transition risks encompass those that arise as a result of the global governmental and economic shift towards a nature-positive or nature-neutral future. When businesses negatively impact the natural functioning of ecosystem services and affect the broader society and the economy, they are more exposed to transition risks than the businesses with a negligible, low or even positive impact (e.g. ecotourism) on ecosystem services. The drivers for transition risks include: changes in policy and regulation; shifts in consumer behaviour; reduced demand for products and services; increased cost of research and development to design and develop products responding to new market preferences; changes in legal landscape (liability and litigation risks); and reputational damage caused by failure to address and adapt to the changes mentioned above. The bigger and more catastrophic the expected physical risks are, the stronger these drivers get, causing increased transition risks. The various transition risks are discussed below.

Stronger global and national nature-related targets

Globally, there is an increasing recognition of the planetary emergency and hence a push to have an international deal for nature, similar to the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement. In June 2021, the G7 leaders agreed to a historic ‘Nature Compact’, which supports new global targets to protect and conserve at least 30 percent of global land and at least 30 percent of global oceans by 2030. In addition, the leaders agreed to ‘lead by example, effectively conserving or protecting at least the same percentage of their national land, including terrestrial and inland waters, and coastal and marine areas by 2030, according to national circumstances and approaches, including, where appropriate, with legislation and adequate resourcing and enforcement to drive delivery’. In 2019, the United Nations General Assembly also declared 2021–2030 the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration, following a proposal for action by over 70 countries. The upcoming second part of the UN Biodiversity Conference (COP 15) in Kunming in April 2022 is also expected to adopt a ‘Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework’ with ambitious targets for increasing protected areas and a recognition of nature-based solutions in global climate mitigation efforts.

Similarly, on a national level, 192 of the 196 Parties to the CBD have submitted their National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans (NBSAPs). Given that only 16.64 percent of terrestrial and inland water areas and 18.1 percent of marine areas are globally covered as protected or conservation areas, global targets to increase such areas considerably could pose transition risks to businesses operating in or benefiting from those areas. Sectors such as mining, agriculture, fishing, timber and non-renewable energy could be impacted in the short term and negatively impact local economic activity. The impacts could come in the form of compliance and maintenance costs to operate in or near the protected areas or loss of profits resulting from the banning of activities in or near those areas or the stranding of assets located in those areas. However, given that local economic activity could be strengthened by diversifying businesses or avoiding future losses by investing in natural infrastructure, decreased activity in some resource extraction industries could provide for more stable local economic activity in the long term.

Change in policy and regulation

As nature loss has recently gained global attention partly due to COVID-19 and the spate of wildfires across the United States of America, Siberia, Australia, the Amazon, etc., it is likely that countries around the world will enact more and enhanced policy and regulatory measures to conserve and restore nature and increase sustainable practices. These measures could come in the form of new standards for air and water quality, green taxes on water, land and other natural resources, moratoriums on new permits to operate in certain areas, licensing and permitting procedures with higher environmental standards, enforcement of payment for cleanup or compensation cost in case of environmental damage, and restrictions on or limited access to natural resources. Such measures could increase the cost of operations and, in extreme cases, completely or partially shut down certain businesses. The latter could also generate stranded assets along the way. For example, land use regulations such as the implementation of land-clearing controls could prevent grazing or cropping activities, hence negatively affecting the market value of farmland – a potential driver of asset stranding. Stranding risks could affect several actors along the supply chain, from farmers to food processing companies and consumer companies. Another example is the EU Biodiversity Strategy that mandates at least 25 percent of the EU’s agricultural land to be farmed organically by 2030, which can materially impact the business and cost structure of chemical companies but also support a more sustainable farming sector for the long term.

Shifting consumer behaviour

The transition risk is immediate for consumer-facing sectors such as automobile, apparel, and food and beverage. 81 percent of the respondents in a global consumer confidence survey felt strongly that companies should help improve the environment and were extremely or very concerned about environmental issues such as air/water pollution, packaging/food waste, water shortages and pesticides use in agriculture. Demand patterns in these markets are beginning to reflect these changes in consumer preferences. For example, a 2019 study by Kantar UK found that 77 percent of British grocery shoppers switched, avoided or boycotted buying certain products based on environmental policies of the brands.
Increased research and development cost for transition technology and business models

As natural resources become scarce, consumer preferences change and environmental regulations proliferate, business sectors are compelled to look for alternatives that are resource-efficient and environmentally friendly. This will likely necessitate increased research and development expenditure for companies. Although certain businesses may eventually recoup such expenditure through increased production efficiency and reduced input costs, this will likely hit the balance sheets of the companies in the short to medium term. Similarly, the emergence of innovative companies as a response to growing environmentalism could displace business-as-usual companies from the market. For example, plant-based meat companies are growing much faster than traditional meat companies, as customers are increasingly concerned about the large-scale deforestation caused by cattle ranching and soy-based animal feed.

Changing liability landscape

Changes in liability landscape

Businesses are increasingly finding that the scope of what is traditionally considered environmental damage has been expanding in recent years and falls out of standard commercial general liability policies. The magnitude of nature-related liability risks depends on the unique characteristics of the legal framework and economy within which the business operates. Nature-related liability risks are also broader than litigation, and unlike litigation, are not confined to court orders for damages. This is an important distinction because liability risks affect actors in the economy beyond the direct claimants and defendants, through, for instance, regulatory fines or a determination outside the courtroom of who is legally responsible. The claimants could go beyond prevailing or additional 'environmental' or 'conservation' laws and utilize causes of action under a broad range of prevailing commercial and administrative laws. For example, a claim of breach of fiduciary or statutory duty could be brought (by shareholders or creditors) against the directors of a company if the company’s business model depends on ecosystem services and suffers financial losses as a result of physical or transition risks associated with unmanaged and unmitigated deterioration of ecosystem services. In a similar vein, a claim could be brought against a company (e.g. an automobile company) for being unable to manage the foreseeable consequences of nature-related loss (e.g. supply chain disruption of metals due to water scarcity at a mine location).

In 2020, at the request of Swedish parliamentarians, the Stop Ecocide Foundation launched a project to draw up a legal definition of “ecocide” as a potential international crime that could sit alongside war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity. A draft law was unveiled in June 2021, which defines ecocide as “unlawful or wanton acts committed with knowledge that there is a substantial likelihood of severe and widespread or long-term damage to the environment being caused by those acts”. Even if it fails to get the support of the International Criminal Court, several countries might enact their own national ecocide laws in the future, which could potentially increase the number of nature-related liability claims against companies and governments contributing to the destruction of nature in those countries. Although not enforced fully, ten countries already have national ecocide laws. It is important to note that “future possible liabilities may be a more relevant driver of materiality, notably in jurisdictions that tend to favour intense, extended litigation”.

Similarly, the concept of giving nature legal rights is also gaining momentum. Nearly 30 countries already have existing or pending legislation giving legal rights to nature (e.g. rivers and forests). In 2008, Ecuador became the first country to enshrine the rights of nature in its constitution in 2008. Following this, when the provincial government of Loja violated in 2011 the Vilcabamba river’s right “to exist, to be maintained and to the regeneration of its vital cycles, structures and functions” by constructing a road next to it, the defendant was required by the court later “to adhere to environmental recommendations made by the Ministry of Environment, including performing rehabilitative and corrective actions like storing the rubbish from the construction elsewhere”. Such concepts have widened the net of nature-related liability risks for companies around the world.

Reputational risks

Nature-related reputational risks arise when businesses degrade natural resources through their direct operations or supply chain activities and fail to mitigate such degradation. These actions expose businesses to reputational risk linked to increasingly stringent expectations from consumers, policymakers and the civil society, and underpin the growing pressure from capital providers to assess, manage and report nature-related risks.

---

16 Countries such as China, India, the Russian Federation and the United States are not members of the International Criminal Court, but executives of corporations of one of those countries with operations in one of the member states could fall under the court’s jurisdiction.
Transparency is key and potentially the first step in addressing reputational risks arising from nature-related risks. In 2019, CDP requested water-related data from 139 Climate Action 100+ (CA100+) companies (mostly energy producers) for reporting to investors. However, over 40 percent (59 companies) declined to provide data. These companies generate substantial proportions of their revenue from activities with potential negative impacts on water quantity or quality across the entire value chain. Similarly, CDP requested forest-related data from 65 CA100+ companies (mostly energy and automobile producers), of which nearly 80 percent (52) declined to provide data. This lack of transparency may mask significant reputational risks for businesses.

### 2.2.3 Overall risks to economic sectors

Figures 9 has already provided a directional estimate of nature-related physical risks for 17 business sectors studied in this report. Based on expert consultations and qualitative research, a directional estimate of the overall risks, including transition risks, is presented below vis-à-vis the dependency of each business sector on nature, as shown in Figure 10. This estimate does not take into account risks cascading from one business sector to the next, which could be severe for sectors such as chemical (which depends heavily on mining and quarrying), or automobile (which depends on the manufacturing of metals and electronic equipment).

![Directional estimate of overall nature-related risks for economic sectors](image)

**Figure 10** Directional estimate of overall nature-related risks for economic sectors

**Sectors**

1. Agriculture, Fishery & Livestock
2. Apparel & Textiles
3. Automotive
4. Chemical
5. Construction & Engineering
6. Food & Beverage
7. Manufacturing (paper, pulp, timber)
8. Manufacturing (other; e.g. metals)
9. Media & Entertainment
10. Mining & Quarrying
11. Oil & Gas
12. Pharmaceutical, Healthcare, Life Sciences & Biotech
13. Real Estate
14. Telecommunications & IT
15. Tourism, Travel & Hospitality
16. Transportation & Storage
17. Utilities (electricity, energy, water)

Source: Author’s estimations and calculations based on McKinsey & Company’s Global Insurance Pools database, publicly available insurance premium data from various market research firms and consultation with insurance industry experts.

---

17 CDP is a not-for-profit charity that runs the global disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, states and regions to manage their environmental impacts. It tracks company level disclosure on water security and deforestation, in addition to climate change.

18 Launched at the end of 2017, this is a five-year investor initiative to engage with the world’s largest corporate greenhouse gas emitters to curb emissions, strengthen climate-related financial disclosures and improve governance on climate change. The initiative acts a global coordination body between five investor networks: Asia Investor Group on Climate Change (AIGCC); Ceres; Investor Group on Climate Change (IGCC); Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC); and Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). www.unpri.org/collaborative-engagements/climate-action-100/6285.article

19 A partial quantification of insurance premium at risk is done only for P&C insurers. The same could not be done for L&H insurers and investment portfolio because of lack of disaggregated data by sectors, which is recommended for future research.
Figure 10 suggests that seven economic sectors, contributing to about 10 percent of the global P&C insurance premium, could be exposed to significant disruption as nature-related risks become more severe. However, such disruption might not be evenly spread among firms and geographies because of firm- and geography-specific characteristics. Similarly, the next eight economic sectors, contributing to approximately 77 percent of the global P&C insurance premium, could experience moderate disruption. When the global health insurance premium is also considered, more than 90 percent of the global non-life insurance premium depends on economic sectors that are at high or moderate risk from nature loss. Only two economic sectors (media and entertainment, and telecommunications and IT) are currently in the safe zone. Figure 10 also aligns with similar studies conducted by ISIS Asset Management (now F&C) and the World Economic Forum.

It is also important to examine the geographical exposure to nature-related risks of these economic sectors. It is likely that some sectors currently in the critical zone might move to the danger zone if both the dependency of those sectors on nature and the corresponding nature loss are very high in a particular geography that the sectors or their supply chains are located in. For terrestrial ecosystems, Figure 7 provides some directional indication of countries or regions where the degradation of nature is already severe. By overlaying these data with a business sector's operational or supply chain dependency on specific countries or regions, location-specific business risks could be estimated. This is beyond the scope of this study and recommended for future research.

2.3 Transmission of nature-related business risks into financial risks – impacts on the insurance sector

Insurers are exposed to nature-related risks on both their assets and liabilities. While large insurers could be exposed to nature-related risks in multiple geographies and business lines, small insurers could have risks concentrated in limited geographies and business lines without the diversification enjoyed by larger peers.

To understand how nature-related risks translate into financial risks for the insurance industry, a transmission mechanism framework (see Figure 11) is used. The transmission of (physical and transition) nature-related risks, as discussed in the preceding chapter, into financial risks for the insurance sector can be direct or indirect.

2.3.1 Direct transmission

Physical and transition risks can impact re/insurance companies directly (without an intermediary channel). Some examples are presented below.

Physical risks

- A water utility company insured against disruption of water availability of submits claims resulting from the depletion of an underground reservoir that is the primary source of water for the company.
- Individuals or a large population with life and health insurance coverage submit claims resulting from the unexpected impacts of zoonoses due to the destruction of the natural habitat of pathogens.

Transition risks – Market and technology

- Without enough data and market insights, re/insurance companies could suffer from a potential underpricing or mispricing of new insurance products or investments in new nature-tech (e.g. data-driven precision agriculture) and business models.
- An insurance company has invested in a company's equity that is exploiting resources in a rainforest area that is put under environmental protection prohibiting any commercial use.

Transition risks – Liability

- An insurer could suffer underwriting losses if the potential risks of nature-related litigation have not been efficiently priced into relevant products or if the policy terms are not clear. The risks are somewhat mitigated with the short-term policies written, a movement away from occurrence policies by P&C insurers, and imposing caps on the total coverage offered on occurrence policies.

20 Based on author’s estimations and calculations. Please refer to Figure 25 in Annex V for a breakdown of premiums for sectoral blocks. The insurance premium corresponding to an individual sector was estimated based on McKinsey & Company’s Global Insurance Pools database, publicly available insurance premium data from various market research firms and consultation with insurance industry experts.

21 Idem.

22 An occurrence policy has lifetime coverage for incidents that occur during its policy period, regardless of when the claim is reported.
Transition risks – Reputation

- An insurer could face negative publicity for underwriting businesses or investing in companies that directly contribute to the deterioration of nature. This, in turn, could result in potentially significant costs from the loss of clients/policyholders and divestment of stakeholders along with damaged stakeholder relationships going forward.

2.3.2 Indirect transmission

An indirect transmission occurs through the propagation of physical and transition nature-related risks through clients/policyholders or investees of insurance companies that are embedded into our broader economy (see Figure 11).

Figure 11 Transmission mechanisms: Nature-related business risks to economic and financial risks

2.3.2.a Business risks to economic risks

Chapter 2.2 laid out physical and transition nature-related risks for various economic sectors (businesses) that constitute a significant part of the global real economy. While a global study examining the economic impact of a nature-related disruption of all business sectors covered in this report is not available, studies looking at sub-sectors of the economy give a directional estimate of potential impacts. For example, a recent study by Johneton et al. (2021) estimates at 2.3 percent (US$2.7 trillion) the annual drop in global GDP by 2030 as a result of the collapse of selected ecosystem services (see Figure 12), impacting sectors such as agriculture, forestry, fisheries, and related industries that rely on a select number of ecosystem services, namely crop pollination by wild pollinators, climate regulation from carbon storage and sequestration, provision of food from marine fisheries, and provision of timber. A previous study by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) had estimated GDP losses of over 0.67 percent annually by 2050.23

23 The model employed by WWF included only the following ecosystem services: pollination, coastal protection; water yield; timber provision; carbon storage (climate regulation); and marine fish provision.
Since the studies to date have considered only limited ecosystem services and business sectors, the economic impact of the collapse of multiple other ecosystem services could be on a larger scale. Multiple ecosystem services are likely to be interlinked with one another, and the deterioration of one could have cascading impacts on others. For example, the Dasgupta Review (2021) highlights that the processes governing the supply of regulating and supporting ecosystem services are complementary to one another, which means that if one of them is disrupted sufficiently, others will be disrupted as well.73

As shown in Figure 11, the nature-related risks for businesses are transmitted to the broader economy at the micro, meso and macro levels. An accumulation of economic impacts at the micro level (e.g. disruption at a coastal manufacturing facility because of coastal erosion from the degradation of nearby mangroves that used to protect the coastline, causing loss of income and supply chain disruptions) can lead to impacts at the meso level (e.g. governments losing tax revenues from a manufacturing plant shut down by a nature-related disaster). When nature loss occurs at a larger scale (country-wide, regional or global), it leads to macroeconomic impacts such as the disruption of economy-wide value chains, raw material price volatility, the adjustment or relocation of business activities (e.g. in response to emerging environmental compliance regulations), or an increased rate of capital depreciation.

As an example, the Amazonian forest’s water recycling system (one of the ecosystem services) has been severely damaged over the last decade because of deforestation. This, in turn, has resulted in water shortages for irrigation and the loss of soil moisture, directly impacting Brazil’s farming industry, which accounts for 30 percent of the country’s GDP. The water shortages also mean less water for the country’s hydroelectric plants, causing competition among several industries for limited electricity production. This, along with the increasing use of more expensive thermal power as an alternative, is projected to increase electricity prices for businesses and households up to 40 percent in 2021.74 Since Brazil is one of the leading global exporters of agricultural commodities like soy, these price increases can have a global macroeconomic impact.

Figure 12 Change in 2030 real GDP under the partial ecosystem collapse scenario compared with the no-tipping-point scenario, by region

![Graph showing change in 2030 real GDP by region.](source)

Research (2021)76 shows that the economic impact resulting from ecosystem collapse is likely to be significantly more pronounced in low-income regions such as sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, where the relative contraction of real GDP is estimated to be 9.7 percent and 6.5 percent per annum respectively by 2030 (see Figure 12). This illustrates that the economic impact is likely to be uneven around the world, and that it should also be a concern for those companies that are located in relatively safer regions but still have a global business footprint through their supply chains. In turn, it should be a concern for insurance companies underwriting or investing in those companies, which is discussed further in the following section.
2.3.2.b Economic risks to financial risks for the insurance sector

The transmission of macroeconomic shocks to the insurance sector is discussed below for both underwriting and investment of insurers.

**Underwriting risks**

An indirect transmission of nature-related underwriting risks could occur in the form of insurance, operational and liquidity risks.

As nature-related physical risks rise in frequency, intensity and concentration, the affected policyholders (both companies and individuals) are likely to submit increasing numbers and amounts of claims. Such claims will likely have geographic or sectoral concentrations in the short term. As risks start becoming systemic because of the non-linear characteristic of nature loss, the claims could become widespread globally in the long term. When risks are widespread, risk diversification starts to fail. In extreme cases, where the claims volume is much larger than normal, insurers might need to liquidate assets at a loss to cover those claims where insurers are not holding significant shorter-term assets. To factor in future claims of a similar nature and remain profitable, insurers then might start raising premiums for covering those risks. The prospective policyholders, however, might not be willing to pay higher premiums for insurance, particularly in an economy where there are frequent nature-related business disruptions and corresponding increases in unemployment and poverty. This could make insurance products unaffordable, hence leading to reduced demand and loss of existing subscriptions.

The rise in insurance premiums, for instance, for coastal property at risk (from sea level rise or coastal erosion), may also have a negative macroeconomic impact through a reduction in property value and a corresponding decrease in property tax revenues for the local government, in particular for countries with a long coastline. This illustrates a self-reinforcing feedback loop between financial impacts and macroeconomic impacts.

Further, as nature-related physical and transition risks increase, assets of businesses and geographies that are heavily dependent on nature could become stranded, hence reducing the availability of insurable as well as investable assets for the insurance companies in these businesses and geographies.

The uncertainties associated with the future path of nature loss as well as changing consumer environments also means that there are pure-play financial risks of structuring relevant underwriting products.

**Case study: Underwriting deep sea mining (DSM)**

Most existing insurance policies do not yet cover nature-related losses such as groundwater depletion and the destruction of wetlands. It is, therefore, challenging to get any hard number on underwriting losses as a result of physical risks from nature loss. However, as nature loss becomes more severe and transition risks kick in, insurance companies might not be completely immune to indirect nature-related claims.

DSM is one such area where transition risks (e.g. potential liability claims) resulting from evolving global rules on seabed mining[^24^] could affect underwriting coverage provided to more than 20 companies that have received exploration contracts from the International Seabed Authority and could soon start mining deep sea metals. Furthermore, a global call for a moratorium on seabed mining has already come from leading global NGOs such as WWF and multinational companies such as BMW Group, Samsung SDI, Google and Volvo Group. This poses a reputational risk for insurers who provide coverage to the DSM companies. Although the insurance coverage might be limited to physical risk insurance for ocean-going equipment, the indirect environmental liability and reputational risks are hard to ignore. A corollary could be drawn from the 2015 Bento Rodrigues dam disaster in Brazil, where the Samarco joint venture between BHP and Vale faced multiple lawsuits from individuals, utility companies and churches, amounting to billions of dollars of losses in settling environmental liability claims and clean-up costs. The insurers were estimated to face up to US$600 million in claims[^77^] in this disaster with a single underwriter liable to pay 80 percent of the covered amount.

According to a 2018 analysis[^78^] of 100,000 insurance industry claims over five years, environmental liability losses such as those resulting from pollution and agricultural run-off are increasing in frequency.

The recognition that nature-related underwritten risks are financially material to the industry is also reflected in the latest global survey conducted by SIF (see Figure 13). Nearly 50 percent of re/insurers surveyed recognized the financial materiality of these risks for their underwriting business.

[^24^]: The International Seabed Authority (ISA), a 168-member body created by the United Nations to both promote and regulate seabed mining, is in the process of drafting regulations that govern seabed mining in the High Seas. The regulations will also affect the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) seabeds of nation states as the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) requires its signatory states to govern their seabeds as per the ISA standards.
Investment risks

The indirect transmission of nature-related risks also occurs in the form of investment risks. These risks could cascade from impacts of nature loss on businesses and financial firms in the broader economy and occur in the form of market and credit risks.

As illustrated by Figure 26, insurers are one of the largest groups of institutional investors, and are invested in bonds, stocks and other products. Increased nature loss could lead to underperformance and depreciation in value of these investments. The underperformance and depreciation in value could result from physical risks to underlying assets, hence impacting revenue and debt servicing capacity, or from transition risks impacting the market valuation of the company. No matter whether the insurance company is directly or indirectly invested in that company as an equity or bond holder, the underperformance or depreciation in value of that company will directly affect the insurer’s balance sheet.

In a macroeconomic environment with increasing environmental scrutiny, there may be a mismatch between supply and demand for low nature-risk opportunities, creating a risk of a nature bubble, akin to what some market participants see as a green bubble building up in renewable energy. The investment opportunities could also be impacted by the repricing of certain assets (transition risk) due to market shifts driven by environmental regulations or changes in consumer behaviour.

Nature-related risks could potentially impair the valuation of insurers’ fixed income holdings, including their sovereign bond holdings. For example, if an insurer is invested in real estate debt, cash flow from that investment can be impacted by nature loss events such as coastal erosion, reducing the debt servicing capacity and collateral valuation of the underlying properties.

The feedback loop between nature loss and climate change described earlier can result in climate-vulnerable economies having lower resilience to climate risks such as sea level rise, inland flooding and wildfires if they do not protect their natural defense mechanisms, e.g. mangroves, forest cover, soils or wetlands. High climate vulnerability and low resilience can result in a higher cost of sovereign borrowing. Insurers that hold large amounts of sovereign debt from such affected economies may see their valuations being impaired over time.

Case Study: Insurers’ risk in Brazilian sovereign bonds

Brazil’s sovereign health is highly dependent on its natural capital base as income from exporting soft commodities (e.g. soy, corn and, meat) makes a significant portion of the country’s national income. For instance, the agribusiness sector accounted for 27 percent of Brazil’s GDP in 2020. Among the G20 countries, Brazil ranks second in terms of dependency of export income on natural capital assets. However, the degradation of nature, particularly illegal deforestation, has increased in recent years. In 2020 alone, 11,000 square kilometres of the Brazilian Amazon were deforested, the highest figure since 2008. The deforestation has threatened the potential of double cropping of soy and corn with an estimated loss of gross revenue of US$3.8 billion by 2050 compared with 2016. An estimated 75–80 percent of Brazil’s pastures have also been heavily or moderately degraded, which could make it progressively more challenging to achieve continued crop yield improvements. In addition to these nature-related challenges, importers of Brazilian products in various continents and industries have adopted increasingly more stringent deforestation policies, which threatens Brazil’s exports, leading to a higher revenue-at-risk. The reputational risk value has also increased due to more NGO and media attention to the impacts of deforestation on global climate change. In contrast, Brazil’s revised Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) submitted to the UNFCCC in 2020 has no commitments to reducing deforestation, and the Ministry of Environment faced a budget cut in 2021, reducing environmental monitoring expenditures.

---

25 It should be noted that in jurisdictions where insurers’ fixed income holdings are held at amortized costs and held to maturity, only a credit event would have an adverse effect.
Global insurance companies, as institutional investors, invest a major share of their assets in traditional asset classes such as sovereign bonds. While accurate data are not available, many insurers are invested in Brazilian sovereign bonds, either as direct investors or investment through asset management companies. Planet Tracker’s updated assessment of Brazil’s sovereign health shows that it remains on an environmentally unsustainable path to 2030 and beyond (despite encouraging moves by the Brazilian central bank over the past year), bringing systemic risks to its sovereign bonds, particularly to foreign investors holding the US$113 billion of Brazil’s debt repayable after 2030. If structural changes are not made, Brazil will potentially face negative implications for the cost and availability of sovereign and commercial capital. Existing credit ratings, which mostly discount the impact of longer-term problems such as nature loss and do not easily allow investors to differentiate between countries with strong ESG credentials and those with weaker credentials, are not providing investors with sufficient warning of the risks created by Brazil’s depletion of its natural capital.

Source: Adapted from Elwin et al., 2021

The recognition that nature-related investing risks are financially material to the industry is also reflected in the latest survey conducted by SIF (see Figure 14). Nearly 50 percent of re/insurers surveyed recognized the financial materiality of these risks for their investment business.

Figure 14 Number of re/insurers agreeing that nature-related risks are financially material to the investing business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitely yes</th>
<th>Probably yes</th>
<th>I do not know</th>
<th>Probably not</th>
<th>Definitely not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SIF Global Survey 2021

Although there is a fair degree of consensus among re/insurers on the potential financial materiality of nature-related risks to the insurance sector, the same level of consensus is absent on the expected time horizon of such materiality for the underwriting versus investing business. The SIF Global Survey 2021 (see Figure 15) shows that re/insurers consider that materiality for both underwriting and investing is foreseeable before 2030, with the underwriting business experiencing materiality sooner than the investing business.

Figure 15 Time period by when re/insurers foresee the impacts of nature-related risks on underwriting and investing activities of the insurance sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of respondents</th>
<th>Underwriting</th>
<th>Investing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the short term (by 2025)</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the medium term (2025–2030)</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only in the long term (beyond 2030)</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SIF Survey 2021
However, bilateral interviews with several re/insurers indicated that the potential materiality is expected to surface sooner in the investing business than on the underwriting side. This is because transition risk signals are underpinned by policy direction and controversy alerts, and are more near-term in nature, hence financial markets could reprice these risk signals quickly if insurance firms are not well prepared for the possible change of policy direction. The physical and liability risks are expected over a relatively longer term compared to transition and reputational risks, hence the materiality for the underwriting business will likely surface later.

The investment risks for L&H insurers are also expected to be larger than for P&C insurers whose investment portfolios tend to comprise shorter tenor instruments, so longer-term market/credit fluctuations are not that much of an issue. L&H insurers have asset portfolios with longer duration instruments and may have to crystallize losses on underperforming assets if liquidity is needed prior to the maturity date.

2.3.2.c Financial risks for the insurance sector to potential financial stability risks

As described above, ongoing nature loss could significantly hamper real economic activities, the adverse effects of which could then result in direct and indirect insurance sector-specific financial risks. These financial risks and economic risks can amplify each other. For example, if more assets start becoming uninsurable because of increased nature loss (hence a loss of insurance sector clients — a financial vulnerability), a continued economic activity based on those assets could trigger further nature loss through spillover effects (hence potentially causing irreversible damage to the relevant part of nature and an eventual halt to those economic activities — a macroeconomic shock). The macroeconomic shocks can therefore be both a cause and a result of financial vulnerability. As nature loss increases, these financial and economic risks could increase in magnitude and frequency, thus posing a potential financial stability threat.

In the insurance sector, any widespread significant mispricing of nature-related risks may pose a financial stability risk due to increased payments that could further lead to liquidity and solvency issues, as well as the potential limitation or withdrawal of coverage, in particular for P&C insurance, if proper risk management and risk control fail in the short term. Hypothetically, if nature-related risks are underpriced by the entire insurance industry within a given jurisdiction over a period of time, the solvency positions of affected insurers could deteriorate. In response, the industry is likely to seek capital support to increase its capital buffers. In times of severe nature loss and assuming a challenging economic environment that constrains profit-making, the setting aside of additional capital buffers amidst a period of underwriting losses can amount to a dual impact to the insurance industry, with possible knock-on effects on the stability of the financial system of that jurisdiction. Furthermore, should a large number of insurers abruptly raise premiums or withdraw coverage from assets exposed to nature-related risks within a jurisdiction, this can bring about systemic financial shocks through self-reinforcing business failures. In extreme cases, the state and local governments might be required to intervene and provide coverage to absorb nature-related losses in the economy (i.e. unpriced liabilities) that is already impacted by underperforming or failed businesses. As the tax base is eroded by economy-wide disruptions, the state may face increasing fiscal pressures and become less able to service its debt. This could result in a higher probability of municipal bond defaults, impairing the state's sovereign creditworthiness.83
2.4 Impacts of the insurance industry on nature

Some stakeholders expect insurers to conduct their business responsibly and limit the negative impacts on nature of their underwriting and investing activities (i.e. impact lens). The smooth functioning of the insurance industry is underpinned by the conservation, restoration, and the sustainable use of nature (i.e. financial risk lens). As illustrated by Figure 16, nature-positive or nature-neutral business activities insured or financed by the insurance industry contribute to the conservation and preservation of nature, feeding back to reduced physical and transition risks to the businesses, which are otherwise transmitted as financial risks to the insurance industry. It is, therefore, critical to take stock of whether and how the insurance industry is contributing to nature loss.

Figure 16 Financing nature-positive business activities reduces nature-related financial materiality through feedback loops

From its direct operations, the insurance industry neither emits a large amount of carbon nor consumes a large amount of natural resources compared to other sectors. However, the activities that it underwrites or invests in can create negative impacts on nature. While there is no global study on the extent of nature-related externalities generated by the insurance industry, some examples are presented below.

- To get an indication of how the investing business of the insurance industry could negatively impact nature, the Dutch bank ASN Bank recently conducted an exercise to calculate its biodiversity footprint (see Figure 17). The bank expressed its impacts on nature in terms of the number of hectares where all biodiversity is lost by assessing the impacts of economic activities facilitated by its loans and investments. The assessment found that most of the negative biodiversity impacts were attributed to mortgages (26 percent) and government bonds (32 percent), while the most avoided impacts were achieved with investments in climate bonds (48 percent of all avoided impacts) and wind energy (30 percent of all avoided impacts). The total net impact for the bank’s balance sheet was estimated at 78,600 hectares where all biodiversity was lost. The assessment also found that land use resulting from construction and government bonds contributed to the highest negative impact on biodiversity. An analogous study could be performed for an insurance company to assess the net impact of its investment on nature.

26 The impact categories used were marine water ecotoxicity; fresh water ecotoxicity; terrestrial ecotoxicity; freshwater eutrophication; acidification; terrestrial ozone formation; water use; land use; and climate change.
Case study: Nature-related impacts of beached and illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing vessels

A study done by Planet Tracker has shown that between 2014 and 2020, fishing vessels with a cumulative gross tonnage of at least 219,000 tonnes were dismantled and removed from the global oceans. 75 percent of the dismantled vessels can be traced back to companies from the Russian Federation, the United States, Taiwan (Province of China), or the Republic of Korea, in tonnage terms. Half of those dismantled vessels ended up in India and Bangladesh, where they are beached (i.e. laid ashore or grounded deliberately in shallow water), and broken apart. Since ship recycling costs ship owners US$3–7 million more than shipbreaking, and the environmental cost of doing so is much lower in countries with lax environmental regulations, India and Bangladesh have become the preferred destinations. Some companies also change their vessels’ flags of convenience before being scrapped to bypass the shipbreaking legislation of their countries and send them instead to India or Bangladesh for beaching and breaking.

Beaching in India and Bangladesh has resulted in grave consequences for the local marine environment. Hazardous materials from ships along with metal remnants and rust have contaminated sands and sediments, and are transported to the marine environment through ocean currents and tides. In Chattogram (Bangladesh), 21 species of fish and crustaceans have been wiped out by the local shipbreaking industry, and at least 60,000 mangrove trees have been cut along a 14 km coastline to make way for more dismantled ships.

While it is difficult to estimate how many of these dismantled ships can be traced back to insured companies, it is likely that some of those companies contributed to the 2019 global marine insurance premium of US$28.7 billion. Underwriting such companies could pose significant reputational risk to the global insurance industry. In addition, fishing vessels linked to IUU fishing act as another source of nature-related reputational risk to the insurance industry. For example, vessels involved in IUU fishing use prohibited gear such as drift nets that not only damage reefs, seamounts and other vulnerable marine ecosystems but also reduce the number of marine species by catching nontarget species such as sharks, turtles or dolphins.

This is an example of how the insurance industry has both a responsibility and financial imperative to ensure that its underwriting and investing practices do not lead to the unintended damage of nature and in turn to their own financial bottom line through both nature-related physical and transition risks. The general provisions for the investment, such as the prudent person principle, and underwriting activities, such as actuarial principles, have to be complied with.
3 RESPONSE TO NATURE-RELATED RISKS
3. Response to nature-related risks

3.1 Resilience of the insurance industry

The insurance industry’s underwriting promotes macroeconomic stability by absorbing risks in the economy. Through risk-based pricing, the industry also provides critical economic signals of the changing risk environment. Traditionally, the industry has relied on the principle of statistical stationarity of risks and used historical patterns for the actuarial modelling of future risks. However, as ecological thresholds are exceeded for various elements of nature, the resulting risks and impacts start to show signs of statistical non-stationarity and non-linear trends. How accurately potential risks can be modeled and reflected in product pricing determines the adaptive capacity or resilience of the industry. For this, forward-looking scenarios and stress testing are critical.

As of today, the capacity to understand ecological interactions, collect relevant data and design tools to forecast nature-related risks are at an early stage of development. The capacity for modelling and quantitatively understanding nature-related risks is slowly increasing. As illustrated by Figure 18, across most risk categories, many re/insurers say they are moderately or somewhat prepared to respond to the potential impacts of nature-related risks. However, a considerable percentage of the industry is not yet fully or largely prepared to respond to such risks.

Figure 18 Level of preparedness of the insurance industry to respond to the potential impacts of nature-related risks

While the industry is not able to accurately model and quantify future nature-related risks, mispricing risks could potentially overexpose insurers to nature-related risks. In a 2021 study by the French Museum of Natural History, the authors already argue that “if correctly priced, it could appear that the insurance industry is already overexposed to nature-related risks, and they would either need a higher reserve capital to meet the regulatory capital requirements or they would need to reduce their exposure to underwriting and/or investing positions, hence losing some profit potential.” As can be seen from Figure 10 and the explanation that follows, the underwriting and investing arms of the insurance industry are indeed already exposed to many economic sectors that are at high risk from nature loss.

3.2 Insurance industry’s response to risks and impacts

This paper examines the insurance industry’s responses to nature-related risks in four ways – (1) whether and how they are assessing these risks, (2) the level of risk disclosure, (3) how these risks are being managed and the public commitments to avoid, reduce and restore nature loss, and (4) the development of appropriate insurance and financial products to address emerging risks.
3.2.1 Assessment of risks and impacts

The preceding chapters in this report along with survey results (Figures 13 and 14) indicate that many re/insurers do believe that the nature-related risks are material. The CRO forum, which counts some of the largest global insurers as its members, has identified five nature-related areas posing a medium level of risk to the industry – resource scarcity, new frontiers for resource extraction, environment pollution, food and water supply, and plastics and microplastics in its 2021 update of emerging risks.96 Bassen et al. (2019)97 have also presented with confidence that nature-related risks have adverse effects on the equity market, banking and real estate – all three areas where the insurance industry is moderately invested in. The SIF 2021 Global Survey asked the re/insurers whether they are currently assessing nature-related risks in their businesses. As illustrated in Figure 19, nearly 60 percent do not currently assess these risks in their underwriting businesses and 51 percent do not do so in their investing businesses.

Figure 19 Number of re/insurers assessing nature-related risks currently

Source: SIF 2021 Global Survey

The lack of data and information, including relevant methodologies, was the reason most cited for not assessing nature-related risks (see Figure 20). Lack of awareness and understanding, lack of regulatory/supervisory guidance or requirement, and lack of technical capacity and skills were three other reasons commonly cited. On the lack of understanding and awareness, many companies also pointed to the general inability of most re/insurers to handle complex systems thinking and decision-making as that relates to nature-related risks. This is because nature-related risks are complex, interconnected and often overlap with climate and natural hazard risks, and are still poorly understood. It is hard to pinpoint a specific event, link the event to nature loss and then separate the actual value-at-loss attributable to the loss of a specific ecosystem service.

On the investing side, some re/insurers highlighted the unavailability of a GHG-equivalent protocol or metrics for nature and biodiversity as an impediment, similar to the finding from a recent Credit Suisse survey.98 Many respondents also noted that concentrated focus on climate risks was taking attention away from nature-related risks. However, of the companies currently not assessing these risks, 53 percent have plans to do so while 9 percent do not plan and 38 percent do not know yet.

Figure 20 Barriers to assessing nature-related risks in underwriting and investing business

Source: SIF 2021 Global Survey
Of the companies assessing nature-related risks (as shown in Figure 19), less than 10 percent are using an exclusive quantitative approach and the rest are using either qualitative or a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches. The companies have been using a combination of third-party data providers, public databases and websites, external consultants, and in-house experts to collect data and information on nature loss and its risks and impacts on insurers (see Figure 21). Companies use third party tools such as Global Forest Watch (GFW), 99 FAIRR, 100 IRIS+, 101 Exploring Natural Capital Opportunities, Risks and Exposure (ENCORE), 102 Integrated Biodiversity Assessment Tool (IBAT), 103 and TRASE forest-risk commodity supply chain database. 104 Re/insurers can also leverage technology, such as Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and internet of Things (IoT) devices which can enable more accurate data acquisition while technologies like blockchain can help to verify and share data on a trusted basis. For example, IoT devices could be deployed on-site to directly capture and assess relevant real-time data, such as consumption of water and other ecosystem services.

Some re/insurers have an in-house team of nature and biodiversity experts, however the majority do not have a dedicated expert team. However, nearly 45 percent of the surveyed companies plan to train their existing staff on nature and biodiversity.

Figure 21 Re/Insurers’ sources of data and information related to nature loss and associated risks and impacts

| Source: SIF 2021 Global Survey |

3.2.2 Reporting and disclosure of nature-related risks

In the financial industry, including insurance, there is no industry-wide ESG, sustainability, climate, or nature-related disclosure standard for disclosing or reporting on environmental, climate or nature-related risks. In addition, in most jurisdictions with notable exceptions like the European Union (with its Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation 105) re/insurers are not required by law to disclose or report on one or more of these risks. However, with increasing awareness of the regulators to prioritize disclosure of these risks and the global regulations slowly starting to converge as well as increasing market pressures for insurers to make voluntary disclosures, many re/insurers have started to realize the potential future regulations around disclosure of and reporting on some of these risks. Most notable is the growing adoption of voluntary standards for ESG and climate risk-related financial disclosure. For example, nearly 80 re/insurers 106 have already supported the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), although the growing adoption of ESG and climate-related reporting and disclosure is more prominent in investing than in underwriting. 107 In general, it is important that insurers disclose relevant information, and that insurers themselves can find and get relevant information about, for instance, companies they consider investing in/underwrite business with in order to assess the potential impact.

The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Foundation is currently working towards the establishment of an International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) to sit alongside the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The ISSB will issue a global baseline of investor-focused sustainability standards to improve the consistency, comparability and reliability of sustainability reporting across jurisdictions. The standards are intended to be interoperable with complementary reporting requirements that seek to capture wider sustainability impacts. The ISSB will start with a climate disclosure standard and will then issue standards for other ESG matters, such as biodiversity. This work has been welcomed by both the G7 108 and G20 109 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors.

When it comes to nature-related financial disclosure, the general opinion of the insurance industry is that we are at an early stage. Despite that, the SIF 2021 Global Survey finds that 60 percent of the surveyed re/insurers are supportive of disclosure of nature-related risks while 35 percent are undecided. Only less than 5 percent are not supportive of such disclosure. Most respondents pointed to regulation and supervision as key enabling factors to enhance disclosure, as illustrated by Figure 22. Respondents highlighted other enabling factors such as disclosure guidance and frameworks, investor demand, civil society pressure, corporate mandate/executive buy-in, client demand and employee pressure. Some noted the need to raise awareness of nature-related financial risks and impacts.
The timely disclosure of nature-related financial risks across business sectors, including financial services, is expected to present opportunities to insurance companies by helping them grow pools of risk, price risks properly and identify unseen investment opportunities. The TCFD experience showed that disclosures based on an initial set of metrics are refined over time, which can enable the insurance sector to measure risks with greater precision.

Moreover, the disclosure of risks will support wider stakeholder groups to focus their research and deliberation on cost-effective mitigation measures, which will ultimately benefit both insurers and their clients. Last, the increased transparency enabled by timely risk disclosure by the insurance industry also allows the broader financial system, including supervisors, to gradually respond to existing mispricing, avoiding a sudden nature risk-induced financial shock.

3.2.3 Current management of nature-related risks and commitments to nature-positive practices

Risks must first be assessed and measured before they can be managed and appropriately priced. There are no uniform metrics and indicators available for nature-related risks, hence industry frontrunners have typically used ESG or sustainability frameworks and very recently, climate change frameworks to incorporate some of the potential nature-related risks in their assessment and management practices. Thus far, this approach has only been used by the investing arms of the insurance industry to reduce negative impacts, through shareholder engagement and exclusions.

According to the SIF 2021 Global Survey, 18 percent of the surveyed insurers have mainstreamed nature-related risks in company-wide risk management frameworks and another 1 percent (see Figure 23) have a standalone nature-related risk management framework.

Source: SIF 2021 Global Survey
The development of approaches and methodologies to measure nature-related risks as well as nature-positive or nature-neutral investment opportunities is at an early stage. In the financial sector, AXA Investment Managers, BNP Paribas Asset Management, Sycomore Asset Management and Mirova partnered in early 2020 to develop and implement a tool to measure the impact of investments on nature. Later that year, they partnered with two consulting firms to expand the Corporate Biodiversity Footprint, a metric that quantifies corporates’ wider supply chain impact on biodiversity, to help investors integrate nature into risk assessments and research. Similar initiatives for the insurance industry would provide the tools to allow insurance companies to assess risks and potential impacts on financial performance.

An increasing number of re/insurers are expressing their commitment to nature-positive or nature-neutral practices. For example, several insurers along with asset managers, banks and investment funds are signatories to the ‘Finance for Biodiversity Pledge’, who collectively represent over US$10 trillion in assets. Similarly, Swiss Re’s Sustainable Business Risk Framework states that the company will exclude insurance coverage for projects and activities located in UNESCO World Heritage Sites or protected areas, wetlands protected by the Ramsar Convention, International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) listed protected areas and habitats for IUCN Red List species, as well as those without credible environment impact assessments or in violation of local, national or international laws or binding agreements on illegal logging. Similarly, Achmea, one of the largest Dutch insurance companies, has engagement guidelines that state portfolio companies should have a policy to protect biodiversity. In a similar vein, AXA has publicly committed to not knowingly underwrite vessels involved in IUU fishing – decreasing nature-related liability and reputational claims risks.

### 3.2.4 Development of nature-aligned insurance products

Nature-aligned insurance products can also lower underwriting losses for insurance companies, boost the growth of insurable assets, and simultaneously contribute to the restoration of damaged natural capital. The European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA), in its recent report on non-life underwriting and pricing, used the concept of impact underwriting to refer to products and services developed to help insurers lower their exposure to climate-related risks and to limit GHG emissions. This could be an interesting concept to develop for nature-loss related risks as well. The Nature Conservancy, University of California Santa Cruz, and AXA assessed the feasibility of developing and deploying a mangrove insurance product in the Caribbean region with positive results. The policy could be targeted at residential and commercial customers as well as public infrastructure, and policyholders would receive initial payouts quickly through parametric covers and assessed payouts through indemnity cover at a later stage. In a similar study conducted by Willis Towers Watson and the Nature Conservancy, risk reduction and premium savings associated with ecological forestry were modeled and analysed for a range of parametric wildfire insurance structures in northern Sierra Nevada. The results showed that aggregate residential premiums decreased by over 40 percent from ecological forest management of wildfire risk areas. If a ‘community-based insurance’ policy is written by an insurer and purchased directly by local government to cover homes in that community where homeowners pay a proportionate fee for such coverage, then the premium savings could be used by local government to issue wildfire resilience bonds to fund or finance ecological forestry. This in turn would reduce the fire risk and reduce the premium of wildfire resilience insurance. With such insurance products, wildfire insurance across California can continue to be available and affordable even for higher risk areas.

### Case study: World’s first coral reef insurance policy

The Mesoamerican Reef in Mexico is the second largest barrier reef in the world and protects Mexico’s Caribbean coastline, which supports a US$10 billion tourism sector from environmental risks such as hurricanes. However, pollution, bleaching and other types of environmental degradation, as well as the extreme storms that the reef protects against, put the reef at risk. This has led the Mexican government, The Nature Conservancy (TNC), and others to establish the Coastal Zone Management Trust, which, in addition to its already established activities focusing on ongoing maintenance of the reefs and beaches, will now make payments to beneficiaries in the event that a storm hits to repair the coastline and reef damages. The solution is also cost-effective, with estimates from TNC stating that while repairing the reef could cost anywhere from US$50,000–150,000, an artificial measure like a seawall could easily cost US$1 million per half mile of protection.

Funding for the Coastal Zone Management Trust comes from an existing fee on beachfront property owners with contributions from both local government taxes and from the local tourism industry in Cancún and Puerto Morelos. Part of this will cover the cost of insurance premiums, paid to the Mexican-based insurer Afirme Seguros. The parametric insurance product pays in the case that a storm with wind speeds in excess of certain benchmarks, starting with 100 knots, hits predefined areas covered by the insurance, a payout would immediately be made to the trust, up to a maximum of US$3.8 million. For example, if wind speeds reach 110 knots, then 40 percent of the maximum payout would be delivered, while if they reach 130 knots and 160 knots then 80 percent and 100 percent of the maximum payout would be delivered, respectively. The terms state that 50 percent of the payout funds must be used for preliminary rehabilitation and restoration of beaches and 50 percent must be used for similar activities for the reef.

The administration of the payouts and delivery of the funding is managed by the Coastal Zone Management Trust.

Source: Global Canopy, 2021
3.3 Supervisory and policy response to risks and impacts

3.3.1 Supervisory response

In the last few years, supervisors and regulators have developed and adapted frameworks and processes to supervise climate risks. More recently, supervisory attention is being paid to broader nature-related risks. The mandate of an insurance supervisor is typically related to key objectives of policyholder protection, financial stability and market conduct. A supervisory response to nature-related risks can therefore begin with an assessment of the relevance of nature-related risks to these objectives. For example, the European Central Bank (ECB) has issued guidelines on sustainability risks, which encourages supervised entities to focus more strongly on climate change risks but also take into account other environmental and social risks, such as the risk of biodiversity loss, acknowledging that the latter could have the same kind of serious financial impact as the former.

When nature-related risks are established as relevant or material, the insurance supervisors may wish to develop guidance, recommendations and standards for their regulated entities.

- The DNB assessment recommended that “supervisory authorities must ensure – for example through good practices – that financial institutions report in such a way that they produce a clear picture of their risk profile and resilience” as it relates to nature loss.

- The Australian Security Exchange Corporate Governance Council, in its fourth edition of the Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendations, recommended that “a listed entity should disclose whether it has any material exposure to environmental or social risks and, if it does, how it manages or intends to manage those risks”.

- The Guidelines on Environmental Risk Management for Insurers issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore promote the adoption of sound environmental risk management practices. They cover the areas of governance, risk management, underwriting, investment and disclosures. They also have a broad focus on environmental issues, including climate change, loss of biodiversity, pollution and changes in land use.

- The BaFin has issued a “Guidance Notice on Dealing with Sustainability Risks”, which encourages supervised entities to focus more strongly on climate change risks but also take into account other environmental and social risks, such as the risk of biodiversity loss, acknowledging that the latter could have the same kind of serious financial impact as the former.

- The California Department of Insurance, in its recent Climate Insurance Report, has made recommendations that include supervisory responses that encourage insurance company investments in nature-based solutions, and the insurance regulator to become a catalyst for pilot projects that link the risk reduction power of nature to community-wide insurance policies and potential risk pools for risks that have a very limited history of insurance coverages.

A recently published occasional paper, by the research initiative led by INSPIRE and the NGFS, has also identified the need for a strategic and structured approach by central banks and supervisors to address the challenge of nature loss and the knowledge gaps around it. In its 2020 guide for supervisors in integrating climate-related and environmental risks into prudential supervision, the NGFS recommended supervisors take adequate qualitative and quantitative measures to address environmental risks.

The recently launched TNFD, although industry-led, has also gathered support of several governments along with sustainable finance platforms such as the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). Among others, the TNFD is expected to develop and test disclosure metrics and methodologies for nature-related financial risks, and finally disseminate those for wider adoption by 2023. In France, a new secondary legislation under Article 29 of the French Law on Energy and Climate requires all French financial institutions, including insurers, to disclose biodiversity-related risks in addition to climate risks.

The Dasgupta Review, commissioned by the UK Government, has also acknowledged that emerging risks from the unsustainable use of nature are not currently incorporated in financial decisions and “there is a role for precautionary policy intervention by governments and financial regulators, to compensate for the inability of markets to react in the face of potentially catastrophic losses related to tipping points”.

3.3.2 Global policy response

An accelerated global political development on nature-related issues could raise expectations from supervisors to act on the risk of unprecedented nature loss. In June 2021, the G7 leaders agreed to a historic “Nature Compact”, which supports new global targets to protect and conserve at least 30 percent of global land and at least 30 percent of the global ocean by 2030. In July 2021, the G20 Environment Ministers committed to continue and increase their efforts to address the interconnected challenges of nature-related risks and climate change. The ministers welcomed the additional impetus towards achieving the vision of “Living in Harmony with Nature” by 2050 provided by the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration 2021–2030. The ministers also recognized the importance of work on nature-related financial disclosures and took note with interest of the establishment of the TNFD.
In March 2021, the European Commission approved a new statistical framework to better account for biodiversity and ecosystems in national economic planning and policy decision-making.\textsuperscript{133} As the next step, the Commission will propose a revision of the Regulation on European Environmental Economic Accounts to expand its coverage to include a new module on natural capital accounting, following which the EU could become the first jurisdiction reporting on changes in ecosystems and their services.\textsuperscript{134} The upcoming second part of the UN Biodiversity Conference (COP 15) in Kunming in April 2022 is also expected\textsuperscript{135} to adopt a “Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework” with ambitious targets for increasing protected areas and recognition of nature-based solutions in global climate mitigation efforts. Just as the Paris Climate Agreement triggered climate-related global supervisory action, the focus on nature risks at a global policy level may trigger a similar supervisory response.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4. Conclusion and recommendations

This study qualitatively discussed the potential dependencies of the global insurance sector on nature, and the risks and impacts of nature loss. The assessments in this report demonstrate that nature-related risks, although less well understood than climate-related risks, could have impacts on the insurance sector. There is also a fair degree of consensus among insurance industry experts that nature-related underwriting and investing risks can be financially material to the industry. However, most re/insurers do not currently assess these risks in their underwriting and investing businesses because of several barriers, namely lack of data and information, including relevant methodologies; lack of regulatory/supervisory guidance or requirement; lack of technical capacity and skills; lack of mandate or buy-in from executive management or board of the company; and lack of awareness of nature-related risks. The supervisory response to nature-related issues, though picking up pace, has been limited thus far on this particular risk. This is partly also because insurers and supervisors are busy grappling with climate change risks and their impact to the insurance sector, and have limited resources and bandwidth to start assessing other risks. Considering these challenges and constraints, this report proposes the following recommendations and the next steps.

4.1 Recommendations

For the re/insurance industry

1. Continue to identify and build data, analytical tools, metrics and indicators to assess and measure nature-related risks.

There is a lack of reliable decision-useful data to quantify the negative impacts of nature loss on the insurance sector. The data and information derived from global environmental-energy-economic models provide some directional indication of potential impacts but are not accurate enough to base financial decisions on. The global insurance sector may consider starting collaboration with academics, companies in the real economy, the civil society, governments and other stakeholders to help them generate accurate and reliable data and enhance their capacity to analyse such data for the insurance sector’s decision-making. However, as re/insurers invest in/underwrite business with companies from the real economy, it is important that they also get relevant data from those companies in order to assess the potential impact. The insurance sector can consider leveraging resources from existing global data initiatives such as the G20 Data Gaps Initiative, the NGFS Bridging Data Gaps and the Future of Sustainable Data Alliance and from other public and private data providers that have collected nature-related data at the global and local level.

Following the activities mentioned above, the re/insurers may consider developing risk management tools such as forward-looking metrics and indicators to quantify nature-related dependencies, risks and impacts, which will help them factor in these variables in mitigating potential future risks. This may help, in the long run, designing nature-aligned insurance products and constructing a nature-aligned investment portfolio while complying with prudential rules for investing and underwriting. This may help them meet any forthcoming disclosure guidelines and requirements on nature-related risks.

Until insurance industry specific standards, metrics and indicators become widely available, the risk transmission framework used in this report (Figure 11) may be employed to qualitatively assess nature-related risks arising from various sectors that re/insurance companies are supporting. Re/insurance companies could also consider existing third-party risk assessment tools such as FAIRR, IRIS+, ENCORE, IBAT and TRASE forest-risk commodity supply chain database.

2. Assess nature-related risks by regions, sub-regions, and countries.

While some industry frontrunners have developed models to understand nature-related risks by regions, sub-regions, and countries (e.g. Global Swiss Re Institute’s Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services Index) and started providing these assessments internally, there is still no publicly available model to assess insurance sector-specific nature-related risks in different regions. The global insurance community could benefit from collaborating and partnering with existing similar initiatives such as the Spatial Finance Initiative and leveraging their own local models and databases to develop models to disaggregate asset-level nature-related risks by regions, sub-regions, and countries as well as by types of risks. This will help re/insurers with a globally diversified portfolio to better strategize risk management practices such as risk pooling.

For re/insurance supervisors

3. Become educated and raise awareness of nature-related risks among regulated entities.

For supervisors to be effective on supervising nature-related risks, they need to first become educated. This can be done through engaging with industry leaders, academics, and their peers in SIF. Supervisors can also play an important role in raising the awareness of nature-related risks and facilitate peer-learning among its regulated entities.

---

27 The Spatial Finance Initiative’s GeoAsset project is a public goods endeavour focused on making accurate, comparable, and comprehensive asset-level data tied to ownership publicly available across all major sectors and geographies. spatialfinanceinitiative.com
In order to fulfill this task, supervisors need to understand how domestically regulated firms are thinking about nature-related issues. For example, when the climate change-related discourse was at an early stage, supervisors conducted initial surveys of the insurance sector28 that helped both engagement on the issue and supervisory understanding of how domestic firms thought about the issues. Similar work on nature-related issues at the domestic level would complement this report’s work at the global level.

4. **As a more accurate understanding of nature-related risks to the insurance sector is under way, support the development of non-prescriptive guidelines, options and tools towards a better assessment and management of nature-related risks.**

Based on the best-known scientific evidence of nature-related risks and industry data calls, supervisors may consider developing non-prescriptive guidelines, options and tools to encourage risk management frameworks in their jurisdictions to systematically address both existing and forward-looking nature-related financial risks. After the general guideline is developed, the supervisors may consider collaborating with their regulated entities to develop sector-specific risk management guidelines for insurers (e.g. policies on deforestation, World Heritage Sites, water) for the sectors most at risk from nature loss in the long run.

5. **Supervisors may consider encouraging regulated entities to voluntarily start disclosing nature-related financial risks in incremental steps and complement industry-specific reporting metrics for nature-related risks in the insurance sector, preferably aligning with relevant initiatives by other standard setting bodies.**

The disclosure and reporting of risks along with other datasets is an important part of sound decision-making by both supervisors and the financial community and is conducive to market efficiency. The insurance supervisors may consider encouraging regulated entities to voluntarily start disclosing nature-related financial risks in incremental steps, based on aligned and common practices, bearing in mind the limitations on data availability from underwriting counterparties and investee companies.

In particular, supervisors can consider how to contribute to or leverage on the work of the International Financial Reporting Standards Foundation, which will establish an International Sustainability Standards Board to improve the global consistency, comparability and reliability of sustainability reporting. The ISSB will issue investor-focused sustainability standards, starting with climate, and then for other environmental risks, such as nature-related and social risks. The standards will include industry-specific guidance. The IAIS has stated that the consultative committee to be set up by the IFRS Foundation to promote interoperability with complementary reporting requirements should include the insurance supervisory community and stands ready to assist in the development of insurance industry-specific guidance.139

The SIF members may also consider following developments in the finance sector pertaining to sustainability disclosure and biodiversity within the ISSB, TNFD and other major initiatives. Given the need to develop capacity expeditiously, SIF members can collaborate by identifying common capacity needs and sharing best practices and expertise on supervision of nature-related risks.

### 4.2 Next steps

1. **Organize webinars to disseminate the finding of this study.**

SIF will organize webinars or in-person events on the sidelines of the upcoming biodiversity COP and relevant international conferences to disseminate the key findings of this study – in the form of easily understandable presentations and infographics. Such sessions will be recorded and uploaded on the SIF website or the Climate Training Alliance (CTA) platform.

2. **Develop a self-learning tutorial on understanding and assessing nature-related risks.**

In partnership with SIF members, observers or partners, SIF will develop an online self-learning tutorial that guides insurance supervisors/SIF members in understanding the fundamentals of nature loss and risk transmission channels from nature loss. The tutorial can also have a module on supervisory best practices in this space. The tutorial will be hosted by the CTA portal, facilitated by the Financial Stability Institute (FSI) of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS).

---

28 For example, the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) conducted climate change survey of 38 large entities across the ADI, superannuation, and general, life and private health insurance industries. in mid-2018. The survey was designed to assist APRA in understanding and assessing industry maturity in responding to climate change risks and to inform APRA’s supervisory approach. [www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/climate_change_awareness_to_action_march_2019.pdf](http://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/climate_change_awareness_to_action_march_2019.pdf)
3. Supervisor- and industry-led collaborative workshops to discuss challenges as they relate to nature-related risks.

SIF will facilitate a workshop inviting supervisors and industry executives to discuss key nature-related challenges that the insurance sector is likely to face. The industry executives are expected to walk through how they have been addressing nature-related issues, if at all, in their underwriting and investment decision-making, and what key challenges are. If any insurer has already applied a benchmark or standard to identify, assess, measure and respond to nature-related risks, such a case study will be further developed and shared widely with the global insurance community.

4. Conduct a survey of regulated entities to understand nature-related issues.

SIF will facilitate the design and development of a survey questionnaire that the supervisors could use to understand how domestically regulated insurers are thinking about nature-related issues – from nature-related definitions to data sources and metrics used to take stock of nature-related risks. The survey could be qualitative to start with. At a later date, results from surveys from different jurisdictions could be analysed by SIF to understand and collate best practices by both supervisors and industry and taken forward as an input to the TNFD process or a similar international initiative. The findings from the survey could also feed into future research as proposed in the fifth next step below.

5. Conduct further research to quantify exposure to nature-related risks.

After nature-related risk measurement methodology and metrics are developed, future research could work to quantify the insurance premium and investments that are most exposed to sectors that are most sensitive to nature-related risks such as forestry and agriculture. In the long run, supervisor-led data collection could be used to inform nature-related risk exposure. However, it is important that sufficient conceptual consultation on data collection and credibility be done among insurers and insurance regulators and supervisors to make the process convincing enough for an eventual reporting on nature-related risks.

29 For example, the 2020 Issues Paper on the Implementation of the Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures drew on the results of a SIF Survey on the implementation of the TCFD recommendations and supplemental guidance, which was conducted during the first half of 2019. This survey was designed by SIF-IAIS and then SIF members individually sent it out their regulated entities. www.sustainableinsuranceforum.org/view_pdf.php?pdf_file=wp-content/uploads/2020/11/eb1feb365ccc83062254d509e20d799131438682.pdf
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<td>Daniel Wang</td>
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<tr>
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<td>New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) (US)</td>
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Survey questionnaire

1. Which best describes your organization?
   - Insurer
   - Reinsurer
   - Agent
   - Broker
   - Insurance regulator
   - Insurance association
   - Academia
   - NGO
   - Other (please specify)

2. If you are an insurer, which one of the following best describes your business?
   (Choose more than one, if applicable)
   - Property & Casualty/Non-Life
   - Life & Health
   - All lines/Composite
   - Other (please specify)
   - Not applicable

3. What is your current role in your company?
   - Chief Executive Officer
   - Chief Underwriting Officer
   - Chair/Vice-Chair/Member of the Board
   - Chief Sustainability Officer
   - Risk Manager
   - Sales & Marketing Manager
   - Broker
   - Investment Manager
   - Chief Financial Officer
   - Chief Risk Officer
   - Chief Investment Officer
   - Legal/Compliance Manager
   - Claims Manager
   - Underwriting Manager
   - Regulator/Supervisor
   - Other (please specify)

4. In which country are you located?

5. On a scale from 0–10, how dependent are your company’s business activities on nature? (The term ‘nature’ broadly refers to the concepts of natural capital, ecosystem, ecosystem services and biodiversity.)

6. Please rank the following elements of nature (technically called ‘natural capital stocks’) according to the level of dependence of your business on them.
   - Land, including vegetation
   - Water
   - Air/Atmosphere
   - Species (plants, animals, microorganisms)
   - Other (please specify)
7. Please rank the following in order of sectors most at risk because of nature loss. 
(Please use “nature loss” lens, and not “climate change” lens although there is an overlap between the two)
- Agriculture, Fishery & Livestock
- Apparel (clothing, footwear, etc.) & Textiles
- Automotive
- Chemical
- Construction & Engineering
- Food & Beverage
- Manufacturing (paper, pulp & timber)
- Manufacturing (e.g. metals, plastics, rubber, electrical & electronics equipment)
- Media & Entertainment
- Mining & Quarrying
- Oil & Gas
- Pharmaceutical, Healthcare, Lifesciences & Biotech
- Real Estate/Home
- Telecommunications & IT
- Tourism & Travel
- Transportation (incl. distribution) & Storage
- Utilities (electricity, energy, water)
- Other (please specify)

8. What is your company's current level of understanding of the following risks in your overall business 
(both underwriting and investing)?
- Climate change risk
- Natural hazard risk
- Nature-related risk

9. Does your company assess nature loss-related risks in your underwriting process?
- Yes
- No

10. Does your company assess nature loss-related risks in your investment process?
- Yes
- No

11. If your company's underwriting process assesses nature loss-related risks, how have you been doing it?
- Quantitatively
- Qualitatively
- Mixed

12. If your company's investment process assesses nature loss-related risks, how have you been doing it?
- Quantitatively
- Qualitatively
- Mixed

13. What framework is your company using to assess nature-related risks? 
(Choose more than one, if applicable)
- ESG/Sustainability Framework
- Climate Change Framework
- A standalone Nature/Biodiversity/Ecosystem Framework
- Mainstreamed in companywide Risk Management Framework
- We do not assess nature-related risks
- Other (please specify)
14. How difficult is it for your company to draw links between nature loss and financial risk?

15. Do you agree that nature-related risks are financially material to your underwriting business?
   - Definitely yes
   - Probably yes
   - Probably not
   - Definitely not
   - I do not know

16. Do you agree that nature-related risks are financially material to your investing business?
   - Definitely yes
   - Probably yes
   - Probably not
   - Definitely not
   - I do not know

17. Which part of your company's business is/will be more impacted by nature-related risks?
   - Underwriting
   - Investing
   - Both equally
   - Both, but depends (please elaborate)

18. Has your company already observed impacts from nature loss-related risks on your underwriting performance?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Not assessed yet
   - I do not know

19. Has your company already observed impacts from nature loss-related risks on your investment performance?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Not assessed yet
   - I do not know

20. In terms of time scale, by when do you foresee the impacts of nature-related risks on underwriting vs investing activities of the insurance sector?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In the short term (by or before 2025)</th>
<th>In the medium term (2025–2030)</th>
<th>Only in the long term (beyond 2030)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underwriting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21. How prepared is your company to respond to the potential impacts of nature-related risks on your underwriting business?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fully Prepared</th>
<th>Largely Prepared</th>
<th>Moderately Prepared</th>
<th>Somewhat Prepared</th>
<th>Not Prepared at all</th>
<th>I do not know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liability Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
22. How prepared is your company to respond to the potential impacts of nature loss-related risks on your investing business?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fully Prepared</th>
<th>Largely Prepared</th>
<th>Moderately Prepared</th>
<th>Somewhat Prepared</th>
<th>Not Prepared at all</th>
<th>I do not know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liability Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation Risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23. If your company does not assess nature-related risks today, do you have plans to assess these risks?
   - Yes
   - No
   - I do not know

24. If your company plans to assess these risks, when are you planning to start doing this?
   - Within 1 year
   - Within 1–3 years
   - Within 3–5 years
   - Other (please specify)

25. If your company does not assess nature-related risks today, could you please explain why?

26. What are the major barriers to assessing nature-related risks in your underwriting business?
   (Choose more than one, if applicable)
   - Lack of data and information
   - Lack of awareness and understanding of nature-related risks
   - Lack of technical capacity and skills
   - Lack of regulatory/supervisory guidance or requirement
   - Lack of mandate/buy-in from Executive Management/Board
   - Other (please elaborate)

27. What are the major barriers to assessing nature-related risks in your investing business?
   (Choose more than one, if applicable)
   - Lack of data and information
   - Lack of awareness and understanding of nature-related risks
   - Lack of technical capacity and skills
   - Lack of regulatory/supervisory guidance or requirement
   - Lack of mandate/buy-in from Executive Management/Board
   - Other (please elaborate)

28. Where do you find data and information related to nature loss and associated risks and impacts?
   (Choose more than one, if applicable)
   - Third party data providers
   - Public databases and websites
   - In-house
   - Outsourced to consultants
   - Other (please elaborate)

29. Does your company currently have an in-house team of experts on nature and biodiversity?
   (Please note that ‘nature and biodiversity’ experts are a subset of sustainability experts, and hence different.)
   - Yes
   - No
   - May be
   - I do not know
30. If your company currently has an in-house team of experts on nature and biodiversity, who do they report to?
   - Chief Executive Officer
   - Chief Underwriting Officer
   - Chief Risk Officer
   - Chief Investment Officer
   - Chief Financial Officer
   - Chief Sustainability Officer
   - Other (please specify)

31. Does your company plan to build an in-house team of experts on nature and biodiversity?
   - Yes
   - No
   - I do not know

32. Does your company plan to train its existing staff on nature and biodiversity?
   - Yes
   - No
   - I do not know

33. Is your company supportive of disclosure of nature-related risks by the insurance industry?
   - Yes
   - No
   - I do not know

34. Has your company disclosed nature-related risks already?
   - Yes
   - No
   - I do not know

35. What are the key drivers needed to kickstart assessment and disclosure of nature-related risks in the insurance industry? (Choose more than one, if applicable)
   - Regulation & Supervision
   - Investor demand
   - Disclosure guidance and frameworks (e.g. Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures - TNFD)
   - Mandate/buy-in from Executive Management/Board
   - Employee pressure
   - Client demand
   - Civil society pressure
   - Other (please elaborate)

36. Is your company aligned with any one of the following nature- or biodiversity-related goals or targets? (Choose more than one, if applicable)
   - Aichi Biodiversity Targets
   - National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans (NBSAPs)
   - European Union’s 2030 Biodiversity Strategy
   - Other (please specify)
Annex III

Nature-related terminologies – accepted definitions

**Natural capital** is a way of thinking about nature as a stock that provides a flow of economic benefits to people and the economy.\(^{140}\) It consists of natural assets such as water, forests and clean air. In simple terms, natural capital means natural resources or environmental resources, consisting of both living beings and non-living things. The term “capital” simply represents an economic-utilitarian perspective on nature, specifically those aspects of nature that people use (or anticipate to use).\(^{141}\)

**Ecosystem** means a dynamic complex of plant, animal and micro-organism communities and their non-living environment interacting as a functional unit.\(^{142}\)

**Ecosystem services** are the economic benefits people obtain from ecosystems. According to the original formulation of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA), ecosystem services were divided into provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural. Provisioning services describe material or energy outputs from ecosystems; regulating services regulate processes like quality of air, water or soil; supporting services underpin all other ecosystem services; cultural services include non-material or intangible benefits such as aesthetics or spiritual experiences elicited by nature. This classification, however, is superseded in the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services assessments by the nature’s contributions to people (NCP) system. IPBES has identified 18 categories of NCP,\(^ {143}\) grouped into three overlapping categories – material contributions, non-material contributions and regulating contributions. NCP are all the contributions, both positive and negative, of living nature (i.e. all organisms, ecosystems and their associated ecological and evolutionary processes) to people’s quality of life. Beneficial contributions include e.g. food provision, water purification, flood control and artistic inspiration, whereas detrimental contributions include e.g. disease transmission and predation that damages people or their assets.\(^ {144}\) It should be noted that in some cases those contributions only have a detrimental effect due to people’s lack of adaptation to nature, e.g. non-resilient buildings. For the purpose of this report, the widely understood MEA classification will be used while acknowledging IPBES’s recognition that many services fit into more than one of the four categories.\(^ {145}\)

**Nature**, according to Global Canopy and Vivid Economics,\(^ {146}\) is the global natural ecosystem in its entirety. This encompasses both the stock of natural capital as well as the way in which they interact with each other.

**Biodiversity** is the variability among living organisms from all sources including terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are a part. This includes variation in genetic, phenotypic, phylogenetic and functional attributes, as well as changes in abundance and distribution over time and space within and among species, biological communities, and ecosystems.\(^ {147}\) Using the term ‘biodiversity’ to refer to natural capital and nature is extremely limiting, and should be avoided to provide better clarity to the financial practitioners.
Annex IV
Natural capital and ecosystem services

According to the original formulation of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, ecosystem services were divided into provisioning, regulating, supporting and cultural. Provisioning services describe material or energy outputs from ecosystems; regulating services regulate processes like quality of air, water or soil; supporting services underpin all other ecosystem services; cultural services include non-material or intangible benefits such as aesthetics or spiritual experiences elicited by nature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural Capital</th>
<th>Flow of Ecosystem Services¹⁴¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land, including vegetation</td>
<td>Provisioning Services (products from ecosystem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Clean air</td>
<td>• Absorbing and detoxifying pollutants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Food production (crops)</td>
<td>• Biological control/ Bioremediation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Food production (livestock)</td>
<td>• Buffering &amp; attenuation of mass flows (e.g. transport &amp; storage of sediment by rivers, lakes and seas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Genetic/Medicinal resources</td>
<td>• Carbon sequestration and storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Minerals &amp; raw materials</td>
<td>• Coastal protection/ Flood and storm protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Renewable biofuels</td>
<td>• Control of soil salinization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The provisioning of groundwater &amp; freshwater</td>
<td>• Daytime and nighttime visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Timber production</td>
<td>• Erosion prevention &amp; maintenance of soil fertility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | Regulating Services (regulation of ecosystem processes) |
| | • Global climate regulation |
| | • Good soil condition |
| | • Maintenance of hydrological cycle |
| | • Micro-climate regulation (local climate & air quality) |
| | • Moderation of extreme events |
| | • Noise regulation |
| | • Pest and disease control |
| | • Soil moisture recharge and retention |
| | • Temperature regulation |
| | • Waste-water treatment/ Filtration |
| | • Water quality |

| | Cultural Services (non-material benefits from ecosystem) |
| | • Aesthetically attractive landscapes |
| | • Cultural heritage |
| | • Inspiration for culture, art, and design |
| | • Leisure and tourism |
| | • Livability |
| | • Recreation, mental and physical health |
| | • Spiritual experience |

| | Supporting Services (necessary for all other ecosystem services) |
| | • Biodiversity (wildlife) |
| | • Habitats for species |
| | • Maintenance of genetic diversity |
| | • Nutrient cycling |
| | • Photosynthesis |
| | • Soil formation |
| | • Water cycling |
### Natural Capital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provisioning Services (products from ecosystem)</th>
<th>Regulating Services (regulation of ecosystem processes)</th>
<th>Cultural Services (non-material benefits from ecosystem)</th>
<th>Supporting Services (necessary for all other ecosystem services)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Water</em></td>
<td>• Food production (crops)</td>
<td>• Absorbing and detoxifying pollutants</td>
<td>• Biodiversity (wildlife)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Food production (livestock)</td>
<td>• Biological control/ Bioremediation</td>
<td>• Habitats for species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Freshwater fishing</td>
<td>• Buffering &amp; attenuation of mass flows (e.g.</td>
<td>• Maintenance of genetic diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Genetic/Medicinal resources</td>
<td>transport &amp; storage of sediment by rivers,</td>
<td>• Nutrient cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Marine fishing (including shellfish)</td>
<td>lakes and seas)</td>
<td>• Photosynthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Minerals &amp; raw materials</td>
<td>• Carbon sequestration and storage</td>
<td>• Soil formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provisioning of groundwater &amp; freshwater</td>
<td>• Control of soil salinization</td>
<td>• Water cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Renewable biofuels</td>
<td>• Erosion prevention &amp; maintenance of soil fertility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Timber production</td>
<td>• Global climate regulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Good soil condition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Maintenance of hydrological cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Micro-climate regulation (local climate &amp; air quality)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Moderation of extreme events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Pest and disease control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Pollination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Soil moisture recharge and retention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Temperature regulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Waste-water treatment/ Filtration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Water quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Aesthetically attractive landscapes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Cultural heritage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inspiration for culture, art and design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Leisure and tourism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Livability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Recreation, mental and physical health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Spiritual experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Capital</td>
<td>Provisioning Services (products from ecosystem)</td>
<td>Regulating Services (regulation of ecosystem processes)</td>
<td>Cultural Services (non-material benefits from ecosystem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Air/Atmosphere** | • Clean air  
• Food production (crops)  
• Food production (livestock)  
• Timber production | • Absorbing and detoxifying pollutants  
• Biological control/ Bioremediation  
• Buffering & attenuation of mass flows (e.g. transport & storage of sediment by rivers, lakes and seas)  
• Carbon sequestration and storage  
• Coastal protection/ Flood and storm protection  
• Daytime and nighttime viability  
• Global climate regulation  
• Maintenance of hydrological cycle  
• Micro-climate regulation (local climate & air quality)  
• Moderation of extreme events  
• Noise regulation  
• Pest and disease control  
• Pollination  
• Soil moisture recharge and retention  
• Temperature regulation | • Aesthetically attractive landscapes  
• Cultural heritage  
• Inspiration for culture, art, and design  
• Leisure and tourism  
• Livability  
• Recreation, mental and physical health  
• Spiritual experience | • Biodiversity (wildlife)  
• Habitats for species  
• Maintenance of genetic diversity  
• Nutrient cycling  
• Photosynthesis  
• Soil formation  
• Water cycling |
| **Species** | • Food production (crops)  
• Food production (livestock)  
• Freshwater fishing  
• Genetic/Medicinal resources  
• Marine fishing (including shellfish)  
• Minerals & raw materials  
• Renewable biofuels  
• Timber production | • Absorbing and detoxifying pollutants  
• Biological control/ Bioremediation  
• Carbon sequestration and storage  
• Coastal protection/ Flood and storm protection  
• Control of soil salinization  
• Erosion prevention & maintenance of soil fertility  
• Good soil condition  
• Pest and disease control  
• Pollination  
• Soil moisture recharge and retention  
• Wastewater treatment/ Filtration  
• Water quality | • Aesthetically attractive landscapes  
• Cultural heritage  
• Inspiration for culture, art and design  
• Leisure and tourism  
• Livability  
• Recreation, mental and physical health  
• Spiritual experience | • Maintenance of genetic diversity  
• Nutrient cycling  
• Soil formation |
Annex V
Key characteristics of the global insurance industry

Underwriting

According to McKinsey Global Insurance Pools, life insurance accounted for 44 percent of global insurance premiums in 2019. Annuity products comprised the bulk (30 percent) of life insurance products globally, followed by group, endowment, unit-linked products, and term life respectively. P&C insurance contributed to 30 percent of global insurance premiums in 2019, 45 percent of which is motor insurance premiums. Lastly, health insurance accounted for 26 percent of global insurance premiums in 2019. Taken together, life and health comprised the majority (70 percent) of global insurance premiums written in 2019.

P&C insurance can be broken down into personal and commercial lines, with personal comprising 56 percent of the total and commercial 44 percent in 2019.

Figure 24 Gross domestic written premiums and their compound annual growth rate (CAGR) by region

Source: McKinsey Global Insurance Pools

30 A similar breakdown for life and health exists but has not been presented here due to lack of disaggregated data.

31 This data has been sourced from regulatory/industry reports for 66 markets (amounting to more than 90 percent of the global insurance market) that constitute these regions; figures have been converted to US$ using the 2019 fixed exchange rate. Developed APAC included Australia, China, Hong Kong SAR, Japan; New Zealand, the Republic of Korea; Singapore; and Taiwan, Province of China. Developing APAC included China, mainland; India, Indonesia; Malaysia; the Philippines; Thailand and Viet Nam.
In total, the global insurance premiums written in 2019 amounted to US$6 trillion, including the reinsurance industry.\(^{151}\) As illustrated by Figure 24, North America and Western Europe comprised about 66 percent of the global total, followed by Asia-Pacific (28 percent), Latin America, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and Africa (jointly a total of about 6 percent). However, in terms of growth of premium, developing Asia-Pacific countries led the pack across all insurance lines, most prominently in health (CAGR of nearly 30 percent between 2014 and 2019). Between 2014 and 2019, North America and Western Europe, currently the regions with the highest premium volume, grew at a rate below the global average for all insurance lines.

An initial estimate by the author found that the total global P&C insurance premiums is distributed among 18 economic sectors, as illustrated by Figure 25. When combined with global health insurance (P&C plus health insurance), the business sector contributing the most to global insurance premiums is pharmaceutical, healthcare, life sciences and biotechnology. It is followed by the automotive or motor sector.

Figure 25 *Distribution of global P&C insurance premium among economic or business sectors*

Investing

The global insurance industry is one of the largest groups of institutional investors, holding about US$33 trillion of financial assets.\(^{152}\) It is therefore critical to understand the industry’s investment exposure as it is estimated that approximately 90 percent of the industry’s profit is derived from investment income\(^{153}\) with the rest from underwriting.\(^{32}\) Although the investment profit is relatively larger for life and health insurers, the ratio of investment to underwriting profit is still significantly large for P&C insurers, as indicated by NAIC’s analysis of US P&C insurers in 2019.\(^{154}\)

The investment data from US insurers indicate that about 60 percent\(^{155}\) of P&C assets are invested in investment-grade bonds (mostly corporate, followed by municipal and other government bonds) or other fixed-income securities such as fixed-income exchange-traded funds (ETFs) while the same goes up to 90 percent\(^{156}\) for L&H insurers. Similarly, P&C stock market exposure is around 25–30 percent while it is less than 10 percent for L&H insurers.\(^{157}\) Apart from bonds and stocks, mortgage loans on real estate and real estate constitute two other important areas of investment for the insurers, more so for L&H than P&C. For a global average of the entire insurance industry, a 70 percent bond exposure could be assumed\(^{158}\) while noting that regional variations do exist. Reinsurers have an investment exposure similar to P&C, with 65 percent in bonds and the rest in stocks and other investment products.\(^{159}\)

---

32 Both underwriting and investing are subject to cyclical fluctuations and data from a single year should not be used towards establishing the characteristics of industry profitability. Also, the investment portfolios are not used solely for profit but to be able to pay out claims as they arise.
Since the investments of the global insurance industry, in aggregate, are predominantly exposed to sovereign and corporate bonds followed by stocks, one could examine the economic sector exposure of the industry by analysing the top sectors for bonds and stocks, by volume. For corporate bonds, the US corporate investment-grade bonds are used, for lack of better data, as a proxy for getting an indication of the size of industry’s corporate bond exposure. For municipal and sovereign bonds, the top sectors are public utilities, transportation, construction, health, education, industrial, and housing/real estate. For stocks, a broad market ETF could be a reasonable proxy to get an indication of the insurance industry’s stock market exposure. The overall exposure of the insurance investment to economic sectors is illustrated by Figure 26 below.

Figure 26 Distribution of global re/insurers’ investments among economic sectors

Note: The size of each sector represents the relative size of investments in that sector.

Source: Author’s estimations

33 First, insurance industry’s bond exposure is mostly investment grade (BBB-rated or above). Second, since the global corporate bond market, in terms of country of incorporation, is dominated by the US followed by Europe, China, and emerging markets, it is reasonable to use the US corporate bond market as a proxy to understand the global corporate bond exposure to business/economic sectors. It is, however, duly noted that the regional differences between investment mixes exist, and in some jurisdictions, the differences might be quite large. See International Capital Market Association (ICMA), 2020. Bond market size. www.icmagroup.org/Regulatory-Policy-and-Market-Practice/Secondary-Markets/bond-market-size

34 Since ETFs vary by sector weightings and each insurance company might have its own preference, S&P 500 Index sectors and their weights are used as a proxy for the insurance sector’s equity exposure. www.etf.com/sections/etf-strategist-corner/sector-sector-sp-500?noping=1

35 More relative weightage is given to sectors with bond investments than stock investments to get a relative size of sectoral investments. This is based on the author’s own assessment.
Annex VI

Assessment of nature-related physical risks to various economic sectors

Using Natural Capital Finance Alliance’s ENCORE database, the following sections elaborate on each economic sector’s level of dependency on various ecosystem services (very high, high and medium) and assign nature-related physical risk level to each business sector (very high, high and medium). The level of nature loss is derived using the framework for planetary boundaries in Figure 5 and in consultation with the experts in nature and biodiversity. The risk level is assigned by mapping the potential dependency with level of nature loss (very high, high and medium). The methodology is further explained in Annex VII.

Even though each of the following economic sectors depends on several ecosystem services, the illustration (in radial charts below) is provided only if physical risks corresponding to those services are very high, high, or medium. The ecosystem services that are at low physical risks or not applicable to the economic sector, are excluded from the illustration for clarity purposes. For a full picture of the dependency of each sector, please refer to Figure 8.

This assessment is important because a re/insurance company insures or invests in companies or businesses in the real economy, and the changes of the risk profile of an economic sector arising from nature loss makes them pertinent to the re/insurance companies.
Agriculture, fishery and livestock

Agriculture, fishery and livestock businesses are very highly or highly dependent on several ecosystem services, most prominently the ones derived from water, land and species. While a net global assessment of the economic value these businesses generate from nature is not available, one estimate places the global annual market value of animal-pollinated crops at up to US$577 billion, the first sale valuation of fisheries and aquaculture at US$362 billion per year, and the global annual value of seagrass nutrient cycling (e.g. the economic enhancement of commercial fish by seagrass) at US$1.9 trillion. A study by the Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity found that a well-managed reef in the Indian and Pacific Oceans can provide between 5 and 15 tonnes of seafood can be provided per square kilometre each year, demonstrating the important role of coral reef habitats. Another study looking specifically at pest management ecosystem services (e.g. animals and birds feeding on potentially harmful pests), values the natural pest control in agricultural settings between US$54 billion and US$1 trillion. A study by WWF shows that around 6,000 terrestrial plant species are domesticated today, of which nine account for two thirds of crop production.

Figure 27 Dependency level of agriculture, fishery and livestock business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

The physical risks to agriculture, fishery and livestock businesses are mostly very high and high because of their very high or high level of dependency on ecosystem services and the current very high or high global level of nature loss that has deteriorated the ecosystem services on which these businesses depend.
Apparel (clothing, footwear, etc.) and textiles

The apparel and textile sector is only moderately dependent on most ecosystem services. The provision of groundwater and freshwater is the only case where the dependence is very high, because textile production (including cotton farming) uses around 93 billion cubic metres of water annually, which represents 4 percent of global freshwater withdrawals.\textsuperscript{166} Similarly, an estimated 342 million barrels of oil, a non-renewable natural resource, are used every year by the textile industry to produce plastic-based fibres.\textsuperscript{167}

Figure 28 Dependency level of apparel and textile business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Source: Author

The level of physical risk to the business is low because of the low level of depletion of water resources at the global level. However, at the regional or sub-regional level, many parts of the world have already reached very high levels of freshwater and groundwater loss (see Figure 5), which should be a concern for apparel and textile companies operating in those regions.
Automotive

The automotive sector is below moderately dependent on most ecosystem services. The provision of minerals and raw materials is the only case where the dependence is very high. A study by Nissan\textsuperscript{168} shows that automobiles are highly dependent on mineral resources, and metals account for approximately 80 percent by weight of the materials used to build a vehicle.

Figure 29 Dependency level of automotive business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Source: Author

The level of physical risk to the business is medium because of the less significant depletion of minerals and raw materials at the global level. Although metals and minerals are overexploited in certain parts of the world, a study published in Nature\textsuperscript{169} suggests that a direct reserve depletion is not a source of risk in metal and mineral supply over the coming decades.
Chemical (excluding pharmaceuticals)

The chemical business sector is below moderately dependent on most ecosystem services. The provision of ground and surface water, mainly used for process functioning, cooling, cleaning and transport, is the only case where the dependence is very high. The manufacturing phase is also moderately dependent on protection against floods, storms and extreme events, especially for sites that are located in flood-prone areas.

Figure 30 Dependency level of chemical business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Despite a very high dependency on ground and surface water, the physical risk to the business is low because of the low level of depletion of ground and surface water at the global level.
Construction and engineering

The construction and engineering sector, consisting mainly of buildings construction and heavy and civil engineering construction, is moderately dependent on several ecosystem services, most prominently the provision of ground and surface water, timber production, erosion control, climate regulation, hydrological cycle and moderation of extreme events. The dependency is very high for minerals and raw materials, and high for flood and storm protection. In terms of raw materials, the global construction industry is the largest consumer of sand, whose extraction has increased by more than 300 percent over the last 30 years. Since desert sand is too round for the cement to adhere, much of this sand is extracted from the oceans. Other raw materials heavily used in this industry are clay, limestone, stone, gravel, wood, iron, aluminum and copper, among others. In Europe, housing alone accounts for 30–50 percent of the use of these materials.

Figure 31 Dependency level of construction and engineering business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Source: Author

The physical risk to the business is moderate except in coastal areas where the risk is high because of the high level of coastal area deterioration on a global level.
Food and beverage

The food and beverage business sector is distinct from the agriculture, fishery and livestock sector covered in this report with some overlaps. The former is involved in the processing of raw food materials while the latter is involved in primary food production. The food and beverage sector is very highly or highly dependent on some ecosystem services, predominantly the provisioning of food production, and ground and surface water. A study by WWF \(^{172}\) shows that humans use over 1,160 wild plant species, and at least 2,111 insect, 1,600 bird, 1,110 mammal, 140 reptile and 230 amphibian species as food. The same study shows that around 60 species of edible fungi are commercially cultivated by the food and beverage sector.

Figure 32 Dependency level of food and beverage business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

The physical risks to this business sector are similar to those for the agricultural sector because of the heavy reliance on agricultural products.
Manufacturing (e.g. metals, paper, timber)

Primary metals, fabricated metal products, plastics, rubber, and electrical and electronics components

The manufacturing of primary metals and electrical and electronics components is very highly or highly dependent on most ecosystem services, in particular on minerals and raw materials but also protection services for the manufacturing sites. Since the supply chains involved in this industry are globalized, it is important to examine nature dependencies at the supplier level as these dependencies are often indirect. For example, for subsectors such as rubber, ecosystem services such as good soil condition, soil moisture retention, nutrient cycling and soil formation are important because these services enhance soil macrofaunal activities, the distribution and protection of organic matter and the neutralization of soil pH\textsuperscript{173} – all essential for the primary supply of rubber to the industry.

Figure 33 Dependency level of manufacturing business sector (excluding paper, pulp and timber) on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Source: Author

The physical risk to this sector is fairly high because of the already high level of loss of natural capital providing many of the ecosystem services on which the sector is highly dependent. In the figure above, no immediate physical risk has been identified corresponding to freshwater use because of the availability of freshwater on a global scale. However, as this industry is very water-intensive (e.g. it takes more than 30 litres of water to make a single computer chip), a regional and subregional assessment of water availability should be conducted to get a geographically disaggregated landscape of physical risks. For example, in Taiwan (Province of China), where multiple water reservoirs have dropped below 20 percent because of repeated drought events, the semiconductor industry, which uses 10 percent of the island’s water\textsuperscript{174} faces risks of disruption to its chipmaking capacity.
Paper, pulp and timber (including furniture and related products)

The paper, pulp and timber manufacturing business is very highly dependent on most ecosystem services. The forest products contributing to the global timber, pulp and paper industry accounted for a total of US$390 billion in global exports in 2019.\textsuperscript{175}

Since the level of loss of natural capital providing most ecosystem services is relatively high or medium, the physical risks to business are generally high.

Source: Author
Mining and quarrying

The mining and quarrying business sector is highly dependent on the provision of minerals and raw materials. In terms of total revenue generated by the top 40 mining and quarrying companies, the major commodities mined globally are copper (26 percent), iron ore (22 percent), coal (17 percent), gold (13 percent), aluminium (3 percent), platinum group metals (2 percent) and others, including phosphate, potash, silver and zinc (17 percent).\textsuperscript{176} The raw materials used in the production of batteries, including lithium, nickel, cobalt, manganese and graphite represent less than 3 percent. As of 2020, the total market capitalization of the top 40 mining and quarrying companies was US$1.46 trillion.\textsuperscript{177} As metals and minerals are directly extracted from the Earth’s crust, the industry’s dependency on nature is direct and the highest among all business sectors. The regulating and supporting ecosystem services such as flood and storm protection, moderation of extreme events and climate regulation are also highly important for this business sector.

Figure 35 Dependence level of mining and quarrying business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Source: Author

The relative physical risk of a direct reserve depletion of minerals and raw materials is not high according to a study published in Nature.\textsuperscript{178} However, the overall physical risk to the sector is high because of the deterioration in supporting and regulating ecosystem services.
Oil and gas

The oil and gas business sector is moderately dependent on a limited number of ecosystem services as illustrated in the figure below. As oil and gas are directly extracted from the Earth's crust, the industry’s dependency on nature is direct.

Figure 36 Dependency level of oil and gas business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

The overall physical risk to the sector is medium to high because of the deterioration in supporting and regulating ecosystem services.
Pharmaceutical, healthcare, life sciences and biotech

The pharmaceutical, healthcare, life sciences and biotechnology business sector is moderately dependent on a limited number of ecosystem services. According to an assessment by the OECD, many drugs used today are derived directly from nature (e.g. digoxin from plant sources, exenatide from lizards, ziconotide from cone snails, penicillin from fungi, atorvastatin from a microbial natural product), which is only a fraction of the millions of plant, microbe and animal species on Earth that could be studied for their pharmacological potential. A US Environment Protection Agency analysis of the costs and benefits of its Clean Air Act between 1990 and 2020 shows that the benefits of cleaner air exceed costs, on average, by a factor of more than 30 to 1, leading to better health and productivity for American workers as well as savings on medical expenses for air pollution-related health problems. The same analysis estimates that the Clean Air Act Amendments will prevent over 230,000 early deaths in 2020, demonstrating the significant value of quality air to the global healthcare industry. A similar study on the magnitude and value of the effects of trees and forests on air quality and human health across the United States showed lower incidences of acute respiratory symptoms in areas with trees than in those without.

Figure 37 Dependency level of pharmaceutical, healthcare and biotechnology business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

The physical risks to this sector because of nature loss are medium to high. The risks related to depletion of genetic resources are only moderate at this stage and could continue to remain so because of technological advancement in the production of synthetic genetic materials for drugs.
Real estate/home

When assessed separately from construction and engineering, the real estate business sector is relatively less dependent on most ecosystem services. The high dependency is only on the moderation of extreme events. By one estimate, coral reefs reduce wave energy by an average of 97 percent, protecting nearly 50 percent of the global population living in low exposed areas near reefs from the increased frequency of natural hazards caused by storms, flooding and rising sea levels. Another study on the flood reduction benefits of mangroves to people and property in critical global hotspots found that such functions could generate an annual value of US$82 billion. From a valuation perspective, a University of Washington study suggests that "homes that are adjacent to naturalistic parks and open spaces are valued at 8–20 percent higher than comparable properties, and the presence of larger trees in yards and as street trees can add from 3 percent to 15 percent to home values throughout neighborhoods".

Figure 38 Dependency level of real estate business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Source: Author

Over the last decade, extreme events such as flooding, storms, hurricanes and wildfires have become more frequent. On the other hand, natural defense systems such as mangroves are disappearing fast. Similarly, because of climate change and other human activities, forests are becoming thinner, less diverse and soil is becoming drier – increasing the intensity of wildfires. Hence, even though real estate’s overall dependency on nature is low, the fast-paced loss of regulating and supporting ecosystem services makes the overall physical risk to this business sector high.
Telecommunications, IT, media and entertainment

When assessing the dependence of the telecommunications, IT (including data processing, hosting and related services), media (including publishing) and entertainment (e.g. broadcasting, music and sports) sector, the key focus is on the underlying infrastructure such as transmission lines and cables, broadcasting towers and data servers. Since the production of these parts (e.g. chip manufacturing) is already covered by other business sectors in this report, we consider installation infrastructure (e.g. telecom towers with different components) for our dependency study. This infrastructure is moderately dependent on regulating and supporting ecosystem services, similar to real estate.

Since the relative vulnerability of this business sector's infrastructure (e.g. transmitters and cables) to natural or anthropogenic hazards such as landslides, floods and storms is high compared to real estate, the physical risks resulting from the loss of some ecosystem services is also high. However, the operational risk to business is relatively low because of the sector's superior repair and recovery options (mobile network antennas, poles and towers).
Tourism, travel and hospitality

The tourism and travel business sector is very highly or highly dependent on a large number of ecosystem services. While a net global assessment of economic value generated by tourism and travel business from nature is not available, an assessment by McKinsey\textsuperscript{185} found that tourism linked to protected areas was worth approximately US$300 billion in revenues in 2019. An OECD study\textsuperscript{186} estimated that global coral reef tourism has an annual value of US$36 billion and that the recreational benefits of French forest ecosystems have an annual value of US$10 billion. Another recent finding by the UK’s Office for National Statistics\textsuperscript{187} put nature’s contribution to the British tourism and outdoor leisure business at US$17 billion in 2019.

Figure 40 Dependency level of tourism business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

Source: Author

The physical risks to this business sector are high to very high because of the high dependence on ecosystem services as well as the high level of loss of natural capital providing these services. For example, nature’s deteriorating capacity for bioremediation and detoxification of pollutants has resulted in more polluted lakes and rivers, and wasteland, which reduces the appeal for tourism. Similarly, habitat conservationists have argued that the increasing frequency of zoonotic diseases such as COVID-19 is a result of increasing encroachment into wild habitats and loss of natural habitat for species. A joint study by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has estimated that as a result of COVID-19, the international tourism and its closely linked sectors suffered an estimated loss of US$2.4 trillion in 2020.\textsuperscript{188}
Transportation and storage

The transportation (air, rail, water, truck, transit and ground passenger, and pipeline) and storage (including warehousing) business sector is highly or moderately dependent on regulating and supporting ecosystem services. For example, vegetation plays an important role in reducing the amount of sediment in runoff and storm water from reaching roadways and railways.

Figure 41 Dependency level of transportation and storage business sector on nature, and business risk as a result of nature loss

The physical risks of delays, disruptions, damage and failure across air, land-based and marine transportation systems are high because of the high to very high loss of natural capital providing ecosystem services such as erosion and flood control, and temperature regulation. For example, high temperatures can soften and expand roadways, creating potholes, particularly in high traffic areas. Similarly, coastal storm surges could damage air transportation facilities such as airstrips. In areas with depleted vegetation cover, increased runoff from extreme precipitation events could cause silt and debris to build up, making shipping channels too shallow and leading to weight restrictions for ships.

Source: Author
Utilities (electricity, energy, water)

The utilities business sector is very highly or moderately dependent on many ecosystem services. While a net global assessment of economic value generated by the utilities business from nature is not available, one could estimate the extent of benefits by examining individual ecosystem services. For example, the total flow of in-river nitrogen retention (in terms of water purification services) is valued at over US$20 billion annually in Europe. An Ecorys study for the European Commission found that the water supply and sewerage sector, which is 100 percent dependent on freshwater and groundwater supplies, accounts for 0.3 percent of the total EU economy. Similarly, for hydropower plants, conservation and maintenance of upstream forests could increase water flow and reduce sedimentation.

Even though the physical risk of freshwater and groundwater loss at the global level is not high, the depletion of these resources has already reached an alarming level in many countries. This, in turn, poses a high risk for electricity utilities as well. According to UN Water, 90 percent of the global power production consumes water – for raw material extraction, powering turbines and cooling thermal processes. In many countries, power plant cooling accounts for almost 50 percent of total freshwater withdrawals. As global energy demand is growing, physical risks arising from water stress will increase. Several regulating and supporting ecosystem services such as erosion and flood control are also rapidly deteriorating, which poses a medium to high risk to critical power and water infrastructure systems.
Annex VII

Methodology adopted for determining physical risks to economic sectors originating from nature loss

A re/insurance company insures or invests in companies in the real economy. To understand current nature-related physical risks to the re/insurance companies (D), it is first important to assess how companies in the real economy are dependent on nature (A), and what the current level of nature loss is (B).

A business sector’s dependency on ecosystem services could be very high, high, medium, or low. In some cases, there is no dependency. The physical risk level related to each ecosystem service is derived by mapping these business dependencies to the current level of loss of natural capital providing the corresponding services. Although some authors think that higher dependency ultimately leads to higher risks or at least higher a priori exposure to physical risks and vice versa, this may not always be the case, which is the reason this study also considers the current global loss as an additional variable in the equation. For example, a chemical plant operating in location X might be highly dependent on the provision of groundwater, but if there is no loss of groundwater level, the resulting physical risk for the plant could be negligible or low.

Since risk is a function of hazard, exposure, vulnerability and coping ability (see the formula and definitions below), the overall risk to a business sector is determined by assessing each of these individual variables.

For the purpose of this report, only a ‘qualitative’ assessment is conducted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential dependency on ecosystem services (A)</th>
<th>Current global level of loss of natural capital stock providing these services (B)</th>
<th>Coping Ability (C)</th>
<th>Physical risk to business (D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coping ability of each economic sector against a potential hazard resulting from loss of natural capital and deterioration of corresponding ecosystem services might be different, hence this variable is separately considered in sector-specific assessments in Annex VI.

36 D is a function of A, B and C. C is considered directly in sector-specific assessments in Annex VI.
Risk = Hazard × Exposure × \((\text{Vulnerability} ÷ \text{Coping Capacity})\) → Also called “Resilience”

where,

**Hazard**: Nature-related physical or transition events, trends or impacts.

**Exposure**: The presence of people, livelihoods, species or ecosystems, environmental functions, services and resources, infrastructure or economic, social or cultural assets in places and settings that could be adversely affected.

**Vulnerability**: Susceptibility to damage, given a certain hazard event.

**Coping Capacity**: Capacity to cope with a hazard event.

**Resilience**: Capacity of social, economic, and environmental systems to cope with a hazardous event or trend or disturbance, responding or reorganizing in ways that maintain their essential function, identity and structure, while also maintaining the capacity for adaptation, learning and transformation.

**Risk**: The potential for consequences where something of value is at stake and where the outcome is uncertain, recognizing the diversity of values or a range of possible outcomes. Risk, therefore, depends not only on the magnitude and frequency of hazards but also the exposure and vulnerability to any given hazard. For example, “the risk from flooding to human and ecological systems is caused by the flood hazard (the frequency and/or magnitude of flood events), the exposure of the system affected (e.g. topography, or infrastructure in the area potentially affected by flooding) and the vulnerability of the system (e.g. design and maintenance of infrastructure, existence of early warning systems)”.

*Source: Cardona et al., 2012*
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